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Showing Marriage and Di
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vorce Records For Knox Cruiser Marguerite and Motor Truck Seized At Thom
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aston Carrying Liquors Valued At $25,000
and Lincoln Counties
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
The Bureau of the Census an
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Gazette nounces that there were 6232 mar
Cruiser Marguerite, carrying 400 Donohue and T. J. O'Brien. The j
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to riages performed in Maine during the cases of assorted liquors, and a truck , Sheriff’s department was represent- i
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.
year 1931, as compared with 6438 in laden with 106 cases of the contra ed by Deputy C. Earle Ludwick, and
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i pork, mashed potatoes, mashed tur, nip, pudding, bread, butter, coffee.
Monday—Breakfast: Corn flakes,
A five-pound salmon, extracted
Warden Thurston’s Regime At the State Prison Starts corn fritters, syrup, bread, butter. from the placid waters of Chicka’ coffee.
Dinner: Vegetable stew, waukie Lake by Ken. Daggett, held
I bread, butter, tea. Supper: Maca- J
attention of passers-by at the
Autpiciously—Interesting News Items
1
j . ..
.
I Crie Hardware Co.s store yesterday.
! roni and tomatoes, bread, butter, tea. |
_____
Tuesday
—
Breakfast;
Scrambled
terrier
which was run
Affairs at the Maine State Prison i is a cobbler, 19 are employed on the
■ eggs, fried potatoes, bread, butter, | ever and killed on Main street Friare moving very smoothly under the State Prison farm, 8 are washers, 14
! coffee. Dinner: Pot roast, boiled po day afternoon was the property of
new regime, and the Rockland man are employed in the tailor shop and tatoes, stewed tomatoes, bread, butter, Mrs. Al. Atkins who feels the loss of
her pet very keenly.
nine do general repair work. Foursitting at the warden's desk expresses
teen are inmates of the prison hos tea. Supper: Pea soup, pudding,
Charles E. Linscott, former warden
himself well satisfied with the man pital, but Dr. F. G. Campbell of War bread, butter, tea.
of the Maine State Prison, will be
Wednesday — Breakfast:
Bacon the speaker at tomorrow's meeting of
ner in which the various depart- ren, the prison physician, reports no
rrents are functioning, and with the serious cases, and an absence of con- I fried potatoes, bread, butter, coffee, jthe
................
— without
--------Lions........................
Club, and it „goes
general behavior of his charges.
! tagious disease. The prison dentist Dinner: Beef pot pie. bread, butter,
^hat “ttalk of unusual interest
One phase of penal government to is Dr. Rupert L. Stratton of Rockland, tea. Supper: Baked beans, bread
' _____
which Warden Raymond E. Thurston | The prison school has closed for butter, coffee.
Dr. A. W. Foss of this city and
is studiously applying himself is the ; the summer recess. It has made good
Thursday—Breakfast: Rolled oats, j George Counce of South Warren are
indu-trial feature. Many idle men , progress under Percival C. Pierpont, griddle cakes, syrup, bread, butter, driving Auburn custom sedans and
Edward J. Hellier of Rockland and
make for mischief, to use a somewhat | The morale of the prison receives coffee. Dinner: Frankfurts, boiled Joseph Gath of Hope Auburn stand
alliterative phrase, and the best way capable attention from two chaplains potatoes, corn, bread, butter, tea. ard sedans, the sales being made by
E. O. Phiibrook & Son.

TALK OF THE TOWN

AFFAIRS AT THE “BIG HOUSE”

: 1930, representing a decrease of 206
the Maine State Police by Lieut. A
— — nj or 3.2 per cent. In 1922, there were band, were seized at a Thomaston W. Cushman and Patrolman Georae
dock at midnight last night oy offi I. Shaw.
No person will have occasion to — j 6649 marriages performed.
— complain oi the want of time who
I During the year 1931 there were cers representing the Customs Patrol
Two arrests were made—one of the
- never loses any.—Thomas Jeffer- - 1342 divorces granted in the State, as service, the Maine State Police and
parties being a man known as Al
compared with 1476 in 1930, repre
Smith, who avers that he is nowise
tenting a decrease of 134 or 9.1 per the Sheriffs' department.
The two men on the cruiser and : connected with the case; and Ellicent. In 1922, there were 1143 di
With its new piazza and its new vorces granted. There were five about a dozen men on the wharf, ap- i son Morris of Port Clyde, owner and
coat of paint the Grand Army build marriages annulled in 1931, as com parently engaged in the transfer of i driver of the seized truck. The men
ing is looking its Sunday-go-to-meet pared with nine in 1930.
The records for Knox County show: the booze were caught red-handeo j wju probably be arraigned before a
ing best. The Department of Maine
Marriages: 211 ln 1931 as compared but they offered no resistance when united States commissioner in Auho ds its annual encampment there
with 205 in 1930; divorces: 57 in 1931
the week of June 8.
the combined lots of liquor said tc gusta tomorrow, and the seized liquor
as compared with 54 in 1930.
For Lincoln County the figures; bi valued at $25,000 were taken til win be taken to Portland, it is exare:
charge by the customs officials.
pected.
The fishing record at the Bangor
Marriages; 117 in 1931, as compared
The seizure is the largest ever ! a boat from the Burnt Island
salmon pool was shattered Saturday
with 133 in 1930; divorces; 25 in 1931
when Charles Bissell of Bangor
made in a Knox County port and Coast Guard Station towed the seized
as compared with 29 in 1930.
hooked three fish which weighed
coming in con junction with the j cruiser from the Thomaston dock to
14%, 16% and 17% pounds But we
WARREN MAN’S COMPLAINT
$10,000 seizure recently made by the | the mouth of the river, from which
venture to say that ‘ Doctor" Thomas
State
Police
near
Waldoboro,
makes
\
point
it
was
towed
to
the
Everett
L
felt better because of having caught
Buys Run-Down Farm. But Pays
34tf
the second salmon of the season.
More Taxes Than His Neighbor, He considerable inroads into the profits Spear dock by Customs Patrol boat
Says
of the rum runners.
j 422, under the supervision of E. E.
Rev. B. P. Browne of Holyoke,
LOOK AROUND YOUR HOME
Mass., comes back to his former
The customs officials credited with Farnham, who is at the head of this
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
. . . YOUR GUESTS DO
Rockland church Thursday night to
It would please me very muoh if the Thomaston seizure are R. W. I Coast Patrol district.
address the Baptist Mens League.
this article is printed. Often you
His subject has not been announced,
hear Maine boosted as the State of
but this makes no difference to the
prosperity and you are encouraged to
members, who know that he has
buy a farm here. Yes, you come to
something extra good no matter what
SELF-SMOOTHING this so-called wonderful State, buy
the subject is.
a rundown farm, buildings falling
apart and your soil in poor condition. Former Pastor of Pratt Memorial Church Warmly Wel
The condition of Broadway is dis
Immediately you are submerged by |
couraging to taxpayers, who see a
comed By Baraca Class—Mrs. Kenderdine Honored
1 heavy taxes.
comparatively new highway rapidly
Ycur taxes are considerably higher
“going to the dogs." The result does
i than your neighbor’s who has lived
not surprise road experts who said at
j on the same place for years. His
Enroute home from the Methodist, Caroline McAllister presented a readthe start that a more substantial sur
! buildings and land are in good con conference just concluded in Water ing and the entertainment concluded
face was necessary if the road was
dition;, he has stock etc., and ye* ville Rev. Jesse Kenderdine of Fort with Mr. Kenderdine’s solo, Carol
to stand the severe test of this cli
you the newcomer are taxed heavily Fairfield spent last night with friends Gardner accompanist. One uninten
mate and soil.
before you even get started. Is that in this city. While pastor of Pratt tional and unlisted participant on the
fair? And the roads you have to Memorial Methodist Church here Mr. program was Muriel, two year old
A practical course in navigation,
travel over are terrible. Although , Kenderdine founded the Baraca Class daughter of the Kenaerdines, whose
designed for adult students studying
each year your taxes rise, your roads j which group set ahead its regular efforts sent the assemblage into gales An Interior View of the Thomaston State Prison When New Buildings Had Replaced Those Destroyed In Big Fire. at home, is now being offered by the
do not improve. Where is this so
of laughter.
University extension division of the
much needed system?
Refreshments were in charge of to conduct the institution on a —Rev. Fr. James A. Flynn, Catholic; ' supper: Meat hash, pudding, bread, Massachusetts Department of Edu
A Warren Taxpayer
LUSTAQUIK FINISH
Mrs. Ethel Richards, assisted by
cation, it is announced by Director
Mesdames Fannie Dow, Thelma Stan healthy and orderly basis is to give and Rev. Peter B. Franklin, Protes- | tuuer, tea.
James A. Moyer at the State House
METHODIST APPOINTMENTS
With Kvanize Self-Smoothing
! Friday—Breakfast: Fried
eggs, in Boston. The course will be avail
ley, Ivy Chatto, Mildred Richardson, the men some constructive work tant.
I.ustaquik Finish you can quickly
Margaret Phiibrook. Ruth Elling- which will occupy their minds and
Sunday afternoon is devoted to I fried potatoes, bread, butter, coffee, able for enrollment on April 25. Rock
The Maine Methodist Conference
transform dingy furniture or
land is fortunate in having an excep
’ wood, Shirley Rollins and Nancy keep them from dwelling too much on
recreational
purposes from 1.30 to the , Dinner: Fish, boiled potatoes, string tionally fine instructor of its own, in
I
in
Waterville
closed
yesterday.
The
drab walls and woodwork. Easy
, Chamberlain. An especially interest
ministerial appointments for this secsupper hour. Just now the principal beans, bread, butter, tea. Supper: the person of Capt. L. A. Crockett,
to apply; no offensive odor;
ing feature was the presentation of their unfortunate plight.
I tion are:
This idea of course is fundamental. sports are baseball, “barnyard golf” Corn chowder, pudding, bread, butter, who has conducted several classes
J a birthday cake bearing a single
dries dust-free in one hour;
Camden—A. E. Lucp.
with excellent success.
candle to the much embarrassed Wardens have known it all along; and boxing, but in the fall football is tea.
hardens in four hours! Make
Friendship and Cushing—W. E.
I George Orcutt who thought his secret
this test. Cover a surface with
i Lewis
members of the now defunct prison the chief attraction. The radio Is
Saturday
—
Breakfast:
Corn
flakes,
With the passing of Robert Cos
S safe.
Lustaquik and make a number
North Waldoboro and Orff's CorThe Class held its annual meeting commission knew it; and the Gover- another diversion which the inmates griddle cakes, syrup, bread, butter, grove of Gardiner, the Maine State
ner_W. D. Bachelder.
of marks on it with a nail. Then
I with the president, Mrs. Grace Lur- nors and Legislatures have known it. greatly prize, each cell being equipped , coffee. Dinner: Pot roast, boiled po- Hand Engine League has lost four
Rockland—H. H. Marr.
watch the wet paint smooth it
members since the year began.
vey presiding and secretary H. M. The problem was to find some form of with earphones.
Rockport
—
F.
F.
Fowle.
I tatoes, mashed turnip, bread, butter, "Bob," as he was known to every'oody
self into a perfect finish!
de Rochemont reading the reports
Stonington—John Fitzpatrick.
Forty-one of the convicts were I tea. Supper: Baked beans, bread, served as official timer for the
which showed the class projects well employment which would not bring
Swan’s Island—W. C. Osgood.
musters. His last visit to Rcckiand
in hand. Class greetings were en-(s8°nvict latoor int0 competition with sentenced for life, but one, who was > butter, tea
Thomaston—H. F Leach.
was in August 1928 when the Rock
Union and Washington—H . C.
ihusiastically presented to Mr. and the efforts of men who have elected pardoned last week, is soon to be de- i In charge of prison affairs when land Veteran Firemen’; Association
Mrs.
Kenderdine
and
the
informal
Glidden.
to walk the straight and narrow path. ported to Sweden. An immigration Warden Thurston is absent is Deputy held its muster on Tillson avenue.
SELF-SMOOTHING
Vinalhaven—P. J. Clifford.
reception followed with many renew
Tlie broom factory was abolished, commissioner was at the prison Sat Warden G. C. Hopkins. Other prison Many will remember the incident
Waldoboro and Winslow's Mills
PAINTS-VARNISHES • ENAMELS
als of old ties. The evening conclud
when the Hecla’s hose burst under
the
shirt department was eliminated, urday making the necessary arrange officials who play a prominent part 300 pounds pressure, drenching the
ed with a barrage of good wishes for
A. G. Davis.
Listen in on “Captain Whopper”
all concerned.
in the management of the institution, crowd. "Bob’’ being on the timers’
and changing times administered an ments.
who tells tall talcs at 6.15 over
Since Tuesday Mrs. Kenderdine has all but fatal upper cut to the harness
What do prisoners eat? The ques- and not mentioned in the foregoing stand was one of those drenched.
WNAC.
been the guest of the Misses Britt,
News of the resignation of Mrs.
Limerock street, and during that time shop.
The last named department, idle
Herman Hart from the High School
Rtv. Jesse Kenderdine, Founder of has been the recipient of many social
Just what you want. If we haven t it
faculty will be received with regret
in stock we'll build it for you. Phone Baraca Class, Who W as Given Warm attentions. Wednesday the Britts for nearly two years, was resuscitated
PAINTER
by everyone connected with the
opened their commodious home to yesterday, and with a small crew at
Welcome.
I 616-J, Rockland.
Telephone 745-W
school. Mrs. Hart <Ivy Young)
the many who called informally
ARTHUR B. PACKARD
305 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
the start, an endeavor will be made
graduated from Bates College ir 1926
Glencove, Me.
45-47 --------------------------------------------------- ; Thursday evening Mrs. Kenderdine
36&38T50
and came here to teach the following
meeting to Monday night for the pur- ' was honor guest at a meeting with to supply the wants, particularly of
fall During the six years that she
pose of meeting their former pastor Mrs. Margaret Phiibrook, Union the farmers, at this season of the
has been in Rockland she has en
street. Friday afternoon Mrs. Ruth vear. The motor has not wholly dis
and his wife
deared herself to all with whom she
As a consequence the vestry was Eilingwood held a tea at her Talbot
has come in contact. For two years
thronged with a happy company 100 avenue home for Mrs. Kenderdine, placed the equine, and may never do
she was leader of a Girl Scout troop
strong anxious to make this reunion and Friday evening Mrs. Ida Simmons so, although the horse now occasions
and has always retained her interest
. a memorable affair. A fine program entertained at her Rockland street nearly as much wonderment on our
’n that work as well as in the Parent
I by class members was followed by home in Mrs. Kenderdine’s honor. highways as the automobile did 30 j
Teachers' Association of which she is
Saturday
night
the
Baraca
Class
met
,
refreshments,
social
hour
and
games
a valued member. Her resignation is
CAMDEN, MAINE
1 thoroughly enjoyed by young and for supper and social with Mrs. Lena years ago. The harness shop will not !
to take effect at the end of the school
old. The high light of the evening Stevens, Rockland street, with Mrs seriously conflict with private business,
SPECIAL SALES EVENT
year in June.
' was the tenor solo presented by Mr. Kenderdine as special guest.
for the harness maker has become al
i Kenderdine in response to a general
Commander Donald B. MacMillan
most as extinct as the dinosaur.
] demand of those who had so often en
is going to spend this summer at his
PARK THEATRE
Warden Thurston, in this connection,
joyed his fine tenor voice. Several of
wuuuv.
,c
Provincetown, Mass., home, absent
$15.00 and $10.00 DRESSES at $7.50
I the local clergymen dropped in dur- j for'WednesdayUand<' Thured^v^teik felt himself very fortunate in being :
ing himself from all his Eskimo
friends for the first time in 13 years.
ing the course of the evening.
| fearlessly and convincingly the tel - able to secure the services of James :
Some at $5.00
The veteran explorer who has de
The program opened with Ernest,
a police officer who double-c-osseo
45-47
voted a quartfr of a century of his
Johnson in piano and harmonica; himself—who found his refusal to H. Hall, who has worked so many
solos. Miss Dorothy Harvey pre- i touch tainted money led only to dis vears at this trade in Rockland. Mr.
years to ferreting out secrets of the
Far North observes laughingly that
serted a reading, followed by a , grace, and who consequently decided Hall becomes foreman of the shop.
trumpet solo by Miss Marion Harvey,! to "go wrong” with unexpected rethis decision to remain at home for
The prison’s wood shop creates a
Dorothy Harvey at the piano. Miss ; suits. After turning down handsome
a year has caused more of a stir than
considerable
portion
of
the
furniture
_________________________________ bribes in performing his duty, Mothe attention given his usual annual
I torcvcle Sergeant Dick Fav has the now used by the State, and uniforms
leave taking. However, he is not
ill-fortune to arrest the daughter oi are made for State employes whose
retiring, and next year will see him
the city’s biggest politician and rum
once more at the wheel of the Bow
BICENTENNIAL
duty
calls
for
uniforms.
The
paint
runner. As a result he is demoted
doin bound for the country up
to a patrolman's status and sent out shop is well equipped for automobile
around the Arctic circle that has be
on a beat. With the injustice of this work and sign painting, with an ex
come his great outdoors research
’ankling in his soul, he decides that
laboratory. The captain will spend
honesty doesn’t pay and begins to ac pert operator in charge. Much repair I
the summer in his home town meet
Masonic Hall, Thomaston cept protection money that formerly v.ork is also done in the upholstery !
ing old friends, visiting favorite
he would have scorned.
department.
scenes, and devoting considerable
This involves him with his com
WEDNESDAY, APR. 20
time in literary pursuit, among
* • * *
manding officer and with the girl
which will be the polishing off of a
Afternoon and Evening
who brought about his downfall and
When Warden Thurston took
book recounting his experiences as a
swiftly leads to a series of dramatic
Auspices O. E. S. Circle
Believing That Idleness Causes Most of the Trouble in Penal Insti leader of one of Peary’s supporting
events that provide plenty of thrills charge he found one of the store
You can have your Personal and
and excitement for the spectator.
houses bulging with wheelbarrows— tutions Warden Raymond E. Thurston Is Endeavoring To Remedy the Situ parties on the dash to the North
Entertainment in Evening, 25c
Pole in 1908 "With Peary on the
Sally
Eilers,
Spencer
Tracy
and
El
ation At Thomaston.
46-47
Business Stationery, Announce
Polar Sea.”
Brendel are the featufed players.— 700 to be exact. He was able to
make a deal with Isidor Gordon of tion is best answered through last article are Joseph L. Paquin, clerk
adv.
ments, Weddings, Cards, Etc., done
Rockland whereby the whole stock week's menus, copies of which were Ambrose A. Wallace, captain of the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
at this office with our new Process
THE BIGGEST DANCE EVENT was taken over at a price which was
furnished to The Courier-Gazette re- day guard; Orrin Wellman, captain
If I had to live my life again I would
OF THE YEAR
Embossed Printing Machine.
) satisfactory to the State, and hence porter by Warden Thurston.
of the night guard; Harry I. Young, have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
forth wheelbarrows will be manufacSunday—Breakfast: Fried eggs, engineer; Ralph M. Chesley, foreman a week. The loss of these tastes Is a lose
This printing looks like engraving
J tured there only upon order.
South Thomaston Grange
fried potatoes, doughnuts, bread, but- of upholstery department; Janies D. of happiness—Charles Darwin.
TEMPLE BALL ROOM
The food budget for the year calls ter, coffee. Dinner: Baked beans, McLaughlin, foreman of tailor shop;
and costs less than half.
THE DOOR
Hall
ROCKLAND
: for a good sized lot of garden produce bread, butter, coffee. Supper: Fresh Eugene L. O'Connell, commissary.
Some day I. too, shall cross the thresh
Dance Under Colored Spotlights
old
We print everything printable from
1 —3000 bushels of potatoes, 12,000
Thursday Eve, April 21
And shall close the door:
Music by
But
not
with heavy heart.—
iwunds of cabbage, 150 bushels of car“THE NIGHTHAWKS
a Calling Card to the Largest Poster.
German and familiar with severa And yet, not wholly reconciled to leave
Music By
STRAND THEATRE
lots.
75
bushels
of
beets,
12,000
pounds
behind
other languages—Latest, roles in Par
DANCE BAND”
Business and Professional Printing
NITE-HAWKS
amount’s French production of Mau My worldly store of treasures:
of squash, 350 bushels of turnips,
Make Your Reservations Now
Lily Damita—Born in Paris and rice Chevalier picture “One Hour Friends of Spartan worth.
$1.00 Per Couple
10,000 to 12,000 pounds of dry beans. reared and educated in convents in With You," and “This Is the Night, Rare books of Earth and all famillag
Benefit South Thomaston A. A.
Our Specialty.
things
46-47
47-48
1 besides a quantity of garden “sass." Portugal, Spain, Greece and Belgium which comes for Wednesday and Garnered throughout the years. . . .
—Wandered all over Europe during Thursday.—adv.
Expert Workmanship, Finest Stock
To meet this demand tho State early career as entertaiQer—Sang and
Yet not in tears shall I depart.
For I am sure that, on the other side
owns approximately 100 acres of cul danced for soldiers in relief camps—
Lowest Prices.
Of this broad threshold, there awaits
Another Chance:
tivated land (mainly at South War Won fame as "Doll of Paris’’ and
ANYTHING IS POSSIBLE
succeeded Mistinguette as premiere
Freedom from pain and triumph ovec
ren) in addition to which Warden danseuse at Casino—Left Folies BerPhone or mail orders to—
sin.
We Want Fiftv Tables For the Parent-Teacher
Another school where those who win
Thomaston’s Last Muster
| Thurston purposes to lease 30 acres gere to accept film role—Pictures
Must
learn to conquer Self ere they may
pass
and to clear about 40 acres of rough made In Vienna and Berlin led to Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Can
you
tell
me
when
the
last
fire

Into
a
Higher Grade:
American contract, alternating be
land at South Warren. Frank B. tween Hollywood studios and New men’s muster was held in Thomas
A world Perchance, that may reveal
Adams is superintendent of the farm. | York stage—Friend of Prince of ton? If not perhaps some of the I Our
Heart's Desire
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
Should we prove worthy of the goal.
The State Prison census Saturday Wales and Prince George—Once re- muster fans may know.
And.
knowing this, why should wo
L.
M.
C.
7.30 O’CLOCK
! .
.
„„„
ported engaged to Prince Ferdinand,
showed 288 persons, only one of whom |
q{ former German Crown pr,nce
shrink
Whene'er the door is opened?
j is of the feminine sex. Of this popu- —Name Damita, meaning “little
ROCKLAND, MAINE
WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 20
Troop 8. Boy Scouts hiked to Oak Better. I think, to say.
Telephone reservations or contributions to Mrs. K, C. Rankin
’ '.ation 29 are car-makers, painters or lady," bestowed upon her by former land Park Saturday , and the 10 “Auf wiedersehen,” then, smiling, gq
our way.
Telephone 154-R
general mechanics, 39 do miscellane- King Alfonso at command perform members there passed various tests. For in God's time I know
ance before Spanish court—Speaks The boys carried their own lunch and That we shall meet again.
TICKETS 50 CENTS
ous work, 9 are waiters, 3 are cooks. perfect English. French. Spanish and i had good appetites for it.
—Florence Amelia Cummings,

----------

•

BCM CIGARS

NOW!

Kvanize

GREETED THE KENDERDINES

a tt i xe

JOHN A. KARL

t.

A BOAT FOR YOU

WENTWORTH MILLINERY

OPENS THURSDAY, APRIL 14

4K

BAZAAR

DANCE

Patriot’s Day Ball

WE WANTERKNOW!
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WILL AGAIN SAIL SEAS

_______ TnREE-TIMES-A-WEEK_______
Rockland. Me.. April 19. 1932
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
Who on oath declares that he Is Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
April 16. 1932. there was printed a total
of 6132 copies.
W H. BUTLER.

The Famous Old Windjammer Coriolanus Is To Be
Reconditioned In Bath Yard

The eternal God is thy refuge, and! “Avast! Belay the talk that the day den squall at night. Wearily the
underneath are the everlasting arms.
done; that the romance, the men pumped, set a few rags of canvas
—Deut 33:27.
! adventure and the beauty of the on the jagged foremast, hailed a pass- !
'......
grand three sky sail yarder have fad- ing vessel for food and water, and ;
_ „ , ied forever into the realms of hazy limped into the promised land.
BY A ROCKLAND BOY l legend.” Thus the Christian Science
Stripped by Vandals
Monitor opens a fascinating story of
That was more than a year ago. j
the iron bark Coriolanus, one time Since then she has been lying idle on
The Author of a Harvard queen of British jute clippers, a sea
the New Bedford waterfront. Van
Study In Educational Psy wracked relic of Scottish shipwrights’ dals have taken everything useful
artistry that still holds the speed rec from the decks, cabin or rigging.
ord for sailing ships between England They left the anchors and a marble
chology
i and Calcutta. The bark was bought topped sideboard in the mahogany ,
in New Bedford a few weeks ago by
That, and the '
"A Study In Aesthetics" is the title | C. Nelson Rogers, Boston shipping paneled saloon.
glass in the skylight re- ,
of Number 11 in the Harvard Mono- : man, after her previous owner decid- stained
mained. The stained glass even sur- I
FROM
gTaphs In Education, studies, a sub l ed that the job of breaking up the vived the near disaster at Algoa Bay !
! vessel for her metal would be too
title adds, “in educational psychology j’ costly. According to the Monitor the 30 years ago. There are delicate de
and educational measurement,” The ■ vessel is to be brought to Bath for signs in the old skylight still, and ;
colored outlines in glass of Gulsean 1
author is Milton H. Bird, a Rockland >1 reconditioning ar.d a brief review cf Castle and Scottish shepherd scenes
boy, son of Maynard S. and Mary Ji the old time craft and the plans of
Five men worked nearly a full week i Washington, D. C.—Educational
j her new owner as set forth in the in- hacking off the figurehead.
An | opportunities afforded youngsters ir.
Hawkins Bird, and now filling an j ternational daily follow:
antique dealer has it today. It is a Maine are considerably greater than
important position as assistant in | Mr. Rogers intends to restore the splendid conception of the ancient
such opportunities in the country in
education at Harvard University. T" 'vessel
a full-rigged ship; sign on a
warrior for whom Coriolanus I general, according to a survey just
11 j crew along with a dozen or so cadets Roman
was
named,
a
helmeted
and
shielded
a foreword the author says:
| fortunate enough to be picked for this emblem that led the jute clipper from ; completed by the National Education
* * * ♦
j schooling in sail; stow a general cargo the stocks at Dumbarton over the I Association. The study covers the
“I have often wondered what it is,1 and set sail for the Cape Verde and record passage from the English j year of 1930 and compares per capita
if anything, which makes artists i Canary Islands and the African west channel to the Hooghly way back in educational expenditures, average
number of days schools were in ses
different from other people, if they ■ coast. ’ When the old clydebanker sets better days.
sion, value of school property, etc.
really are different. Upon asking forth some time next fall, she will be
Mr. Rogers is going to give her an
Schools in Maine were in session an
many of them I have been told, with the only general trader under square other figurehead, along with a stout
average of 179 days in 1930. Schools
reticence or otherwise, that it is sail ilHl flying the American flag.
and lofty rig, and send her back to the in the country in general on the oth
‘talent.’ Furthermore, by being ‘tal
insular domains of Portugal and the er hand, were in session only 172 0
Coriolanus to Start Again
ented’ they are set apart from us
Mr. Rogers intends to have the ves African gold coast to try her fortune days. Educational expenditures and
ordinary mortals who have to adopt
as a general trader again. The senti
such prosaic means of expression and sel towed to Bath, Maine, within the ment among waterfront observers in the value of school property, however,
of livelihood as selling bonds or next six weeks for recommissioning at Boston today seems to be that brave are lower in Maine than in the coun
teaching school. The next question the Bath Iron Works which began op old Corlblanus. grand sea warrior that try as a whole. Expenditures aver
was, 'What is this talent?' The an- erations back in the days when the she is, will more than hold her own aged only $72.42 per pupil enrolled in
swers became vague, but in general it'
were
whm as one of the last of a mighty and Maine as against a national average
cf $90 38. School property, was valued
was agreed that talent had to do with j white wings of full riggers. When majestic sailing marine.
at only $211 per pupil in Maine and
some native or inborn faculty which Coriolanus tows out of the Kennebec
In addition to the above story Har
was given to a chosen few and by in September, she will carry a press of ■ lan Trott writes in The Boston Herald $242 per puoil in the country as a
means of which they could perceive canvas such as that under which she that Mr. Rogers is sending the Corio whole. Of pupils enrolled, 89.4 per
cent In Maine attended school daily
made her record run to India.
and express aesthetic qualities.
Fifty-six years ago. Coriolanus wa' lanus to Bath where many a full rig whereas only 82.9 per cent in »the
“Had ’talent' anything to do with
ger
first
took
form
He
adds
"Mr.
attended daily.
‘intelligence?’ Could an intelligent launched from the yard of A. McMil Rogers knows that if there's anyone country ir, general
♦ » • *
person become an artist as well as a lan & Son at Dumbarton on the in business today fitted to handle the
successful banker or teacher? The Clyde, Scotland. From the time J job of getting the bark ready for sea
Maine, on the first day of the pres
answer to this was usually an em Patten Jr., took her from the stocks, again, it is William S. Newell, presi ent month, had in her federal-aid
phatic 'No.' That an artist could be, she was the pride of the deep-water j dent of the Bath Iron Works and his highway fund a balance of $513,407
and frequently was. Intelligent was man's critical but approving eye, an ! well trained gang of shipwrights. available for new road projects. At
admitted, but ’intelligence,’ as the attitude soon justified when the When she comes out of Bath in Sep that time 706 miles of federal-aid
term is customarily used, was not builders of Coriolanus entered her tember. Mr. Rogers is going to load highway had been completed in this
necessary to 'talent;' in fact there was model in the London Shipwrights' her with general cargo and send her State. 31.4 miles were under construc
no relationship existing between the Exposition in 1877 and received a gold i out to the Capt Verde Islands, the tion. and 63.5 miles had been ap
two. This answer upset my precon medal for the beauty of her speedy | Canary group and the African west proved for construction. The esti
ceptions of intelligence and cf artistic lines.
mated total cost of the 31.4 miles
Just to prove that this honor was coast. ’ Will she pay? Her new owner, | under improvement was reported as
expression, for it had seemed to me
a seasoned shipping man. says Yes .
well
deserved,
Coriolanus
stowed
a
that artistic expression' was neces
SI .804.346. with $789,080 of this
sarily dependent on the acquisition general cargo in the London docks,
amount having been allotted by the
WITH
THE
BOWLERS
received
a
good
offing
from
a
Thames
|
of considerable knowledge and that
! federal government and the remait.such knowledge was in some way or tow boat, picked up her dainty heels ,
■ der to come from the State.
and
bore
away
into
the
Atlantic,
Rockland Elks Buried Under The 63.5 miles approved for conanother closely related to ‘intelli
bound
for
India
by
way
of
Good
Hope
gence.’
_
,
n
i \v/J, struction will be improved under an
She carried heavy, favoring winds
“At this time it was my privilege
Spuds—Centrals W in an j estimated expenditure of $1,999,657
for
the
bulk
of
the
passage,
got
to become associated with Mrs.
Of this sum. $823,804 has been conLose
Charles B. Perkins and Charles H. through the tedious doldrums and ,
I tributed by Uncle Sam and the bal
tempestuous
Cape
with
better
than
Woodbury of the Woodbury Training
ance will come frcm the State vaults
School in Applied Observation. The average conditions and so made her I The Rockland Elks got as far as
colors
for
a
Hooghly
pilot,
69
days
out
|
the
semi-finals
in
the
annual
Elks'
thesis of this school is that, given a
Maine's native sons and daughters
reasonable amount of intelligence, from the Channel. The following day bowling tournament at Bangor Sat are not given much to roaming, when
anyone can learn to draw: it is a mat the tidv little 1000-tonner dropped urday. In the preliminaries Rock they do venture forth to find new
ter of observing and recording the re anchor before the admiring eyes of ; land beat Bangor in a one-sided homes in other States they stick fair
sults of one's observation in line and seamen in the British jute fleet in the match, Mayo having high v single ly close to New England.
form. Although they are obtaining Calcutta roadstead, on the sixty-ninth (122) and high total. The summary .
These are the facts indicated in the
most striking results from this ap day out from Scilly Islands.
Rockland
last census, according to figures made
The record stands to this day
proach, there are still many people
ln the field who hesitate to accept it Among all the lovely wind ships that Black .......... ............ 105 116 89—310 ( public today by the Bureau of Census. comparative values for 1930, included t
....... 78 92 91—261 Of Maine's total native population the following: Household and per- 1
and continue to mumble about a have traversed that route before and Richardson
vague gift which they claim is since, none has ever been able to nir- MeLoon .... .......... 86 97 129—312 of 692.746. 91.0*7 were born in Maine, sonal effects, $197,802 and $192,136. ■.
distinct and apart from 'intelligence.' pass the achievement of McMillan. ! Mayo .......... ............ 76 107 122—325 while of all the states in the country. respectively; iron and steel manufac- r:
French ..... ............ 87 102 101—290' only the five other New England tures, $194,632 and $331,794, respect- —
The result was that I decided»to at- masterpiece.
---------- States have more than one percent
tack the problem as follows: (1) What
Unfortunately, her career under the j
ively; apples, $141,789 and $199,776.
452 514 332 1493 ' of the total State populations of na respectively; “other textiles," $134,242
is it that these artistic people see in good old Red Duster was all too brief,
tive
birth
resorting
Maine
as
their
things which the ordinary person is John Stewarts Line of iron
Bangor
birthplace. Maine's population, born and $190,147, respectively; and "other =
apparently incapable of perceiving out cf London obtained her in the
............ 113 89 98—300 in tjje united States, is made up of vegetable and food products and bevFleming
...
and iust what are these qualities i 'eighties and woiked successfully
eiages" $122,373 and $97,817, respect- jj
87
which are labeled ‘aesthetic?’ (2) Is i along with such famous cracks as the Robinson ... ............. 103 78 107—297 i <330.193 born in Maine.
ively.
..............
77
93—
248
1
Maine's
sons
and
daughters
who
McAloon
there a relationship existing between huge Commonwealth and Coriolanus
88
............
99
86
—
273
have
gone
to
other
states
to
live
in|
Beade
.........
drawing ability and intelligence?”
tidy little sister Mespendes. Th
B
\
.
Germans got her before the end of ■ Cohen ....... ........... 95 76 88—259 elude 18.565 in New Hampshire 3269 The Tallest Statuette of the Ice Age
---------- in Vermont. 93.884 in Massachusetts;
the century ar.d she served them well
There are certain ancient ladies of
There follows in a handsomely before they cut her rig down from
487 418 472 1377 5731 in Rhode Island, and 13,687 in
Europe which every tourist tries to
Connecticut.
In
the
semi-finals
Rockland
fell
an
printed volume of 117 pages a dis ship to bark and sold her to the Nor
see when across the seas, such as the
easy victim to Houlton, losing the
cussion of the subject above intro wegians.
No Rockland
Exports of merchandise from Maine Venus de Milo in Paris, the Nurem
In 1902. while still under the flag of match by 194 pins.
duced that discloses upon the part of the German empire's growing mer bowler reached the 30C-class, while last year dropped over $3,000,000 in berg Madonna or the Sistine Madon
its author, an enormous amount of chant service, Coriolanus was one of the lowest total made by a member value, as compared with 1930, the na at Dresden, but to see the most
research, in which there had been 17 vessels driven ashore at Algoa Bay of the Houlton quintet was 302. The State dropping to 39th place.
ancient
the tallest
cf
value of "other
and, paat the height of a great southeast : RocHand bowlers know tneir
......................
,..........wood
..............
.,
_ .statuette
, , , ana
.
,, „„„
their onions, | The
consulted no less than three hun hurricane. Of this big fleet only five Rockland
but bave only a susht knowledge of per" exports, ranking first in value ; tne Ice Age, which is known as Venus
dred writers and publications bearing ’■essels
____ _______
were saved and the stout litUe I
spuds The summary:
j among Maine's exports last year, was I n< one must go to the Prehistoric
— of them,
~ 1j
greater last year than in 1930. total- , section of the famous Kunsthistorisupon the general theme. Naturally Dumbarton beauty was cne
Rockland
ing $556,293 compared with $247,097 | ches Museum at Vienna, where you
a . subject .or
« end ^nnd^u..
<*«“«
Black ..................... 103 90 99 292 1in 193°- Pulpwood exports, however, ! may find her—a slender lady of modthe present allusion to Mr. Bird s North ^ape skippers. She got safely R jhardson ............ 98 84
—259 i dropped in value to $401,994 last year i ern figure carved in mammoth-tusk
achievement attempts nothing be through the World War under the MeLoon ..................... 91 78 105—274 as comoared with $1,114,070 in 1930. ivory and about ten inches long. She
.................... 96 105 94—295 i Manufactures of wood exnorted last was found in 1926 by Dr. Josef Bayer,
yond an expression of admiration at flag cf Norway, then went to Pana- | Mayo
French ................... 106 85 103—294 | year were valued at but $354,303 as near Willendorf on the Danube, near
maian owners as Eugenia Emilia.
the extent of his investigations, and
; compared with $502,655 in 1930.
; where Venus I. a less attractive
Coriolanus Hangs Her Head
494
Maine's other leading exports. with Among the Royal Tombs of Roskilde
the brilliant and scholarly manner in
About 12 years ago she passed into
Houlton
which he has brought his conclusions American ownership, was soon seized
into the compass of a book that can in the illicit rum traffic and sold to a Reid .... ................... 120
not fail to win among students a Portuguese in the Cape Verde Islands Hyde .... . ................. 105 95 107—307 |
who used her as a packet ship be Dunphv ................. 92 111 99—302 j
m
definite expression of applause.
tween the islands and New Bedford Niles ... ................... 114 115 111—340 '
Those who have had knowledge of A fine sentiment on the part of her Logan
94
118
111
—
323
.'.... 94
'practical Studies for 'Wives
Mr. Bird's steady advance in the in Portuguese owner prompted him to
525 553 528 1606
and e^tlothcrs
tellectual field, and perceive him now change the name Lina, given by the
Americans, back to Coriolanus.
In the finals Houlton beat Milli
well established among educators and
Once mere sailing the seas under nocket 1591 to 1539.
------ By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES -----authors of national distinction, do not her old name. Coriolanus again dis
* * * *
fcounml Authority and Chief Medical Director
New York Life Insurance Company
lose sight of the fact that he is Rock tinguished herself. She began to
The Centrals defeated Gulf Refin
make money for the Portuguese. At
land born, received the beginnings of times, too. she showed flashes of her ing by a slim majority Friday night.,
1
CHILDREN AT SCHOOL AGE’
his education in our city schools, and old toeed even under the modified with Carr corralling high single on ,
107 and Danielson high total on 294
himself still a young man, is bearing bark rig and the all too indifferent The summary:
Yl'IIEN they reach this age, children may have meat in small quantities.
with credit a name long known as handling of Cape Verde crews.
Centrals—Crockett, 267; Richard- '
From the islands she brought Brava
’ ’ By this time three meals a day are usually sufficient although some
among the prominent and successful immigrants to New Bedford, and son, 266; Simmons, 289; Carr, 291; I children need a little food in the middle of the morning or in the afternoon.
Gardner,
263;
total,
1376.
families of Rockland.
'here loaded general cargo for her
Gulf Refining — Greeley, 273; I Dinner for children is best served at noon as a heavy meal at night comes
home port of Praia. Once she went
Seavey,
249: Gross, 270; Schellinger. [ too near bedtime. In many cases
rut from New Bedford to the islands
Parents often wonder if a chiid
this is not possible. When it is
286;
Danielson,
294; total, 1359.
One Knox County candidate for in 17'2 days. More often she was a
should be allowed to eat freely of
necessary
to
serve
the
main
meal
at
•
•
•
•
representative to Legislature is al month or six weeks on the passage.
night, it is especially advisable to in sweet things. Sugar, of course, is
ready as good as elected. Reference One night during a wild westerly.
The Barters asserted themselves
merely a form of carbohydrate and
is made to William A. Smith of Coriolanus picked up her ancient Friday night by taking four of the ! clude a variety of cooked vegetables
the important point is the total
with
milk
and
bread.
Vinalhaven who represented his dis heels and burst forth with an amaz five points from the Centrals. Carr
amount of carbohydrate taken in
trict at Augusta in the last session. ing turn of speed. Her Portuguese had high total but French tied him
Often the child has to take a during the day.
No aspirant for the Republican mate hove the log and got 16 knots. for high single. The summary:
luncheon to school to be eaten there
nomination having appeared in the He gave vent to his feelings with one
One disadvantage to allowing a
in the middle of the day. This
Barbers—Cavanaugh, 275; Greeley,
field the Republican County Commit word
cf
“English”
he knew, 286; Schellinger, 280; French, 307; I luncheon should be wrapt in waxed child to eat too much sugar and
tee has endorsed the candidacy of "Whoopee!”
Shute, 286; total, 1434.
paper and carried in a lunch basket. other sweet things is that it develops
Mr. Smith whose name will appear
The skipper was skeptical. As the
Centrals
—
Richardson.
270;
CrockApart
from preserving the food it is an appetite which needs the stimula
on both tickets. In the election oi tark raced on during the darkness
ett,
259;
Simmons,
258;
Carr,
314;
1
more
appetizing
and, therefore, more tion of something sweet whereas the
1930 Mr. Smith received the votes of and the gale, the mate took another
likely to be eaten when put up in child who is not allowed to eat too
scores of Republicans, who in the reading on the log. Still 16 knots Gardner, 266; total, 1367.
* • * •
much sugar acquires a taste for plain
this way.
forthcoming election will be pleaTed Whoopee!
unsweetened and unseasoned foods.
The corrected schedule for this!
to find his name on their own ticket.
A
dolescence
Cargo of Flivvers anti Jazz
Sugar should be taken at meal time.
week gives tonight Boiler Makers vs.
The action cf the county committee,
The diet of children in their teens Indulgence in sweets between meals
was not taken, however, until nu
Cn that voyage, Coriolanus carried A.&P. and A.&P. vs. Butpee Furni
is usually that of the adult members spoils the appetite so that full
merous leaders in all of the towns in 10 secondhand automobiles stowed in ture; Wednesday night Centrals vs.:
of the household. Three meals a nourishment is not taken at meal
this representative class had given 'he holds and secured on deck. They Federals and Federals vs. Perry's
day should be sufficient with, as a times.
their approval to the idea.
wculd fetch a lot in trade at the Market.
rule, no eating between meals. How
* * * ♦
islands. Forward, lashed to the fore
ever,
many children of high school
mast,
was
a
secondhand
piano;
an
era
last
night
Biddeford
took
five
Miss Blanche Henry, daughter of
QUESTIONS!
age rush through their breakfast and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J. Henry of of jazz and flivvers rode through the points from Gulf Refining, the score
really do not get enough nourishment
All wives and mothers should
Thomaston, and a junior at Univer gale on the wings of Coriolanus and being 1398 to 1239.
into the habits of Cape Verde
at that time. For such as these, a
be able to answer these questions:
sity of Maine, has just been elected light
Islanders. The owner sold the cargo
The world's largest gas-bag, the
mid-morning meal is still allowable.
X. How often a day should
to membership in the Society for All- for a net profit of $8000, and sold the
Akron, broke a rudder in the pres- I
children at school age eat? X.
Maine Women. This is a coveted
Tea
and
coffee
should
be
avoided
bark herself for $80,000. Sea- ence of a committee of Congressmen.!
When should principal meal of
honor bestowed by the university old
wern Coriolanus, half a century out This demonstrates the superiority j and ttz: amount of meat allowed
day be served them? 3. When
each year on a few co-eds. each of from Clyde, was still
small—once a day is sufficient.
making I of Congressmen, conditions being
should children be permitted to
whom is outstanding as to athletics, whoepee!
Parents are often surprised to find
equal.—Ann Arbor Michigan Daily.
eat sweets and how much should
student activities and popularity m
that children at thi3 time of life eat
She took immigrants and cargo to
they be allowed?
addition to good scholarship. Miss New Bedford for a new owner. It was
First Eskimo Wife—“Docs your, eonsiderably more than adults. Thia
Henry was one of the speakers at a a tedious, uphill passage, beating day husband stay out late during the
is natural and as long as the diet
lOwrttbU l«L «. I. L !O4
banquet given by this society at the Pftcr dav against strong headwinds. winter nights?"
consists <S plain wholesome food they
Country Club in Orono last Wednes-| Three hundred miles from its desare
not*likely
to
eat
too
much.
Second Eskimo Wife—"Late! Why,
This is the eighth of a series of 12
day evening, her subject being "Ath- tination, the fore topgallant and fore last night he didn't get home till hall- j Highly seasoned food, should, of articles on Health in the Home. Tha
letlcs.”
I tup masts went by the board ln a sud- past January."—Passing Show.
course, be avoided.
ninth will bgya Hietfor Adults.
'
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Westinghouse

WASHINGTON

eraten
NOW BRINGS LOWEST PRICES IN HISTORY!
Now, you may enjoy the exclusive Westinghouse features—hermetically sealed unit, on
top, out of sight—Dual-automatic Selective
Temperature Control and fast freezing—all
porcelain froster—beautiful, efficient cabinet
design—maximum shelf area—

Reduced Prices
Price on only the smallest and cheapest model is not
featured here. The substantial reductions apply through
out the extensive Westinghouse line.

You will find a welcome reduction in a Westinghouse
Refrigerator of the size you really need.

SAVES ITS COST FOR YOU
The saving it effects in food bills will pay for your
Westinghouse over and over again. Under our liberal
budget plan at the new low price, your savings will
almost keep pace with the payments.

Come in

and make ms prove it • •

TODAY

AINE

CEHTR

OMPANY

POWE

nniinnM

HAVE YOUR CHILD PLAY THE PIANO
Play a piece in the first lesson—Effa Ellis Perfield Method
Class Lessons—40c for one hour

Private Lessons by Appointment—Call 786-M

MABEL F. LAMB
100 LIMEROCK STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.
UIuUiiIWHuMm

... >8

Health a, Home

“What shall I
do with these?"
Housekeeping time always finds a few
odds and ends “left over.” WHAT
SHALL YOU DO WITH THEM?....
SELL THEM OF COURSE. Sell them
for ready cash instead of lugging them
back up to the attic. An inexpensive
Want-Ad will turn the trick, just

Phone 770
Rc\UltL
that'M
Motto'

COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, T uesday, April 19, 1932

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Page Three

Mrs. Evle Perry is absent from the
V. A. Leach store because of illness.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The Auxiliary of Sons of Union
April 1ft—Warren—Guest night
of | Veterans meets tomorrow night with
Woman's Club.
supper at 6, in charge of Mrs. Mabel
April 1ft—Patriot’s Day.
April 20—Parent-Teacher Association | Beaton,
benefit bridge. Temple hall
April 21—Monthly meeting of Eaptist
W. Seymour Cameron who has
Men's League.
April 21-22—Official trials of S. s.1 been confined to his home on Broad- !
Monterey on Rockland course.
April 22 (7.30 p. m.)—Rubinstein Ciub way for several weeks by ilinass!
shows steady gain.
guest day.
April 20 - Thomaston — Bi-centennlal
Bazaar and entertainment, auspices
Walker Fifield of Vinalhaven has
O. E. S. circle.
April 24—Daylight saving begins.
, gone to Portland where he will be
A*5ril, j4-^n*i!veIsaiy observance ot \ associated with Harry L. Sanborn in
Knox
nox Lodge I. O. O F. at First Baptist.,I
x
t the insurance business.
Churcn.
April 25—Annual meeting of Scribblers’
Club at home of Mrs. Mildred Putnam
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets I
in Camden.
Aorn””»-South Cushing-Dance at Thursday, with supper at 6 in charge ‘
Orange hall.
'of Mrs. Nellie Higgins, Mrs. Bertha
April 26—Annual meeting of the Rock Higgins and Mrs. Beatrice Bowen.
land Oa-den Club
April 27—"The Wedding of Jake and There will be initiation.
beiifi" repeated at the Methodist
Church.
At the meetine of Ralph Ulmer
April 28 — Camden — Annual ladles’
night of Business Men's Association
Camp Auxiliary Wednesday evening
April 29 Camden—C. H S. senior Mrs. Eliza Plummer was named
play. "Meet Aunt Sally."
delegate and Mrs. Ella Lurvey alter
April 33-May 7- National Boys' Week.
MuA 2 Monthly meeting of the City nate for the State Convention to be
Government.
Mav 5—Legion boxing exhibition at held in Rockland the week of June 8.
Empire Theatre.
May 6 (3 to 9 30)—Annual meeting of
Mrs. Myra Watts will be chairman
Woman's Educational Club.
ilay 6—Intercity meeting of Rotary of the benefit supper the American
Clubs at The Thorndike.
Legion Auxiliary is to give Saturday I
May 6—Bird and Arbor Day.
night at Legion hall from 5 to 7, the
May 7—District meetine of I. O. O. F.
proceeds of which will go to the
with Knox Lodge of Rockland.
May 13—Rockport—R H S. minstrels. Drum Corps of Winslow-Holbrook
Mav 14- Annual meeting of Maine Post, A.L.
State Hand Engine League in Topsham
May 27—Annual meeting of the Rotary
Club.
There will be a rehearsal of the
M°v 30—Memorial Day.
June 10-13 Bates College commence Ri.binstein Club Chorus Friday
ment
I afternoon at 2.30 at the Universalist
Aug. 2—Annual convention of Three-, vestry, to work on "The Field SparQuarter Century Club in Skowhegan.

See

What This Rockland Concern Does

On Wednesday Morning

We Will Place On Sale

Goods From The
FIFIELD STORE, VINALHAVEN
These will he odds and ends ... much of it is old ... of the W hite Elephant variety.

Odd pieces of Silks and Woolen Goods,

Laces, Gloves, Hosiery, Notions, Etc.

THE PRICES WILL BE WORTH YOUR WHILE
SHVTER

] row,” by Carrie Burpee Shaw, forI merly of this city, to be used in the
club’s program of that evening.
WEATHER
—
The weather man too is in holiday ,
mood this morning and the flags on
Mrs. Charlotte Syphers of Cornish,
Main street are flying under a cloud- president of the Rebexans of Maine,
less sky. Wind is west and tempera- I will be present at the meeting of
ture 46 at 8 o'clock. Not much chaiig- Miriam Rebekah Lodge tonight.
is expected tomorrow.
Yesterday Supper will be in charge of Mrs.
also was lair, 50 at noon; and the Annie Aylward. A pleasing enter
sunshine was grate! ul after Sunday’s tainment has been prepared.
snow and rain. The storm was in
the nature of a surprise not only be
T. C. Stone, local manager oi the
cause it began with snow but as fol telephone company, accompanied by
lowing a brilliant sunset sky Satur Eugene Spear, motored to Belfast
day. The moon fulls tomorrow night.. last night where Mr. Stone gave a
talk, illustrated by moving pictures,
Th" school board has its regular I on tVe telePhone industry, before the
monthly session Thursday evening. J Men's Club at the Federated Church.

EDUCATIONAL CLUB

CRANE COMPANYi3t®&»&&il»&$

BATTLE LINES TIGHTENING

Enjoys Another Full Pro
lll(] A Little Lull Before Next Week’s Primaries In Mass
gram of Speeches
achusetts and Pennsylvania
Other Diversions

At the afternoon session of the
The Presidential delegate choosing, then for the partisans ot each to
Woman’s Educational Club Friday Ur. ,
have felt the full effects of the conEthel Crie gave a treatise on "Ob- nears the halfway mark with the troversy.
These
two
primaries
stetrics and Gynecology" which was Democrats in discord over Alfred E. mey be decisive as far as the Demo|fnn*Ve<*jWitl1 lnlerest n,’d ilPPrecia- Smith's challenge to the candidacy of cratic nomination is concerned.
Lon, nnd a unanimous request was , _________D. Roosevelt.
, Harry Byrd’s proposed constilugiven that she speak to the club again, Ij Franklin
The
intimation,
if
not
the
threat,
tlonal amendment to make it possible
Miss Margaret McKnight, religious
contained in the Smith Jefferson for the people to vote directly on p.otion for°RuralKReb<housntEdJucmMon, I Day address of such a battle over the hibition has given the Democrats
Democratic nomination and platform something to think about for their
speke on her work thus:
recall the Madison ■platform. Chairman
Raskob is revi uu4Hig has inter
-p
--------------- -------.
"Child training
three uiejneiielemen- as would vividly
'’ ’
than
it better
butt
| taryy divisions: Educational, covered Square Garden conflict of 1924, easily ported as considering
The home of Frank w'. Cates, 34
There will be no meeting of Koiby'the public school: religiou, by the \ stood out as the feature political iiis own home rule plan. While
James street, was gutted by fire early
1 Bishop James Cannon. Jr., active dry
loch Class until lurther notice.
c home and church; citizenship, taught development of tlie past week
If you will stop in front of the [ tures. Yet it will be a revelation to j Orleans, Jacksonville, Columbia, S
------! Saturday evening with a loss estiby the school as an ally of the State. ' Sharing interest was the proposal leader, has endorsed it in principle.
Two heavily loaded trucks of 'nated at $1000 partially covered by northern display window c-f the most folks as to the extent and calibre j and Washington, D. C
School at first was an organ of the ' of former Gov. Harry F. Byrd of Vir- Senator Kendrick. (D. Wyo.i camp
household goods were sent yesterday insurance. The blaze started around
of the products made by this com- !Arthur
L. Orne,one of thepromi- church where both secular and religi- ginia of a compromise prohibition out for resubmission to Help the
to Gardiner by Stonington Furniture ! the chimney and worked through the Burpee Furniture Company today
ofKnox j nent Maine businessmen who made ous training was given the child, but j referendum plank and the favorable' Dejnocratic^mokt cause along.
pany. which, while one
Co.
roof. The property is owned by
On the Republican side, Nicholas
with a free church and a free State, wet
„ and dry reaction to it. Also out- Murray Butler predicted the party
------Charles E. Smith. Mr. Cates has you will see the remarkable exhibit ^,^.5 most dependable industries, 1 the trip, says that it was the best ex- thp s^hooV became the organ of the ; standing
was the threat of former
The Children's World Crusade of 1 leased the William Tibbetts’ tene- made by the Bicknell Manufacturing goes abcUt |(S daily performance in hibit on the train and attracted state. The public school does not j Senator” Joseph I. France of Mar^i- convention would go on record fcr
Littletield Memorial Church will give \ ment on Cedar street which he will
guarantee a safe citizen. Religious land, candidate for the Republican repeal, while Senator Carey (R.,
Company, and you will,indulge in a a quiet and unostentatious manner, i the most attention.
an entertainment in the vestry Wed occupy.
training aims to supply that neces nomination, to challenge at Chicago Wyo ), sided with his colleague for
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Bicknell,
nesday evening. Everybody wdcome
thrill of pride that Rockland has an
sary training which the home and a block of delegates claimed for resubmission. Both Carey and Ken
In the account of the Junior High
"Better Business Special Train" president of the company, was intro- echcol have failed to give.
President Hoover and Hoover’s filing drick have consistently dry records
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday atj School entertainment of Thursday industry capable of turning out na which left Portland Jan. 30 travelling du-ed to a man in Bangor,
"A survey made shortly after P’e in the Maryland primary assuring a except that the former favored a
2.30 with Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, 96 evening mention should have been tionally known tools.
through 23 States and making the
"Ch yes,” said the latter, “I saw an World War found that 25,000,000 clean cut contest between the two 011 referendum ln 1930 when he was
North Main street. Plans will be made of the valuable assistance given
under the age of 25 years were receivnamed to the Senate. Butler said
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following stops: Portland. Niagara , exhibit of yours in Jacksonville last jn? no religious education whatever May 2.
made fcr the mothers' and daughters’, Miss Elizabeth Hagar by the other
he would fores a roll call at Chicago
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and
other
banquet.
teachers of Junior High. Misses fellen 1 exhibit is confined to the most com- Falls, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, winter on the State of Maine Indus The outcome of that condition is seen happenings was Roosevelt’s con on a repeal resolution.
in our youthful crime. The state de tinued corraling of delegates. Michi
An echo of HcMflTstevens' visit to I Tho^n"’ X/' nS EIda m°n!y
°f the consern's smtUlest Tcpeka. Wichita, Ponca City, Okla., ' trial Train."
Former Senator France contends
pends upon the church for moral gan and Nebraska together gave him President Hoover has "no moral 0;
fleckland seme weeks ago was heard Hughes and Eleanor Griffith—who t00^s’ all(f represents less than 50 per- Oklahoma City, Dallas. Fort Worth,
Now folks, go and see it for your- citizens and only through knowledge
54 to boost his total in pledged and legal right” to any delegates in Illi
last night when his dialogue included carried out the details of the Wash- , cent e>f the items which it manufac- Austin, San Antonio, Houston, New selves.
of God and his laws can a child be
nois. Nt braska and North Dakota be
mention of Arthur B. Packard, who (inaton Album The finished aernm-_________ _
________ ____ ___ ____ taught resnect for others and recogni claimed strength to 255. This is two cause he did not file in any of these
was his host on a sightseeing motor 1 paniments provided by Margaret
tion of personal and property rights less than one-third of the 770 neces states for the preference vote. Since
sary to nominate.
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“ vote, France says the delegates arc
mention also.
Mrs. Lettie B. Prior called on Mrs.
Fred (Jeff) Mealey won Saturday
Matthew N. Clark, 63, was
morally if not legally bound to his
Abbie Rcbinson at Loudville one day
daughter Patricia May _............................ - Dav banqueters "this is no time
night’s two-mi’e roller skating mtfTcn
dead in his apartment in Bath last' BrXckett Iai Salem"' Mass.. Anril 15. >»tle or no religious training. In this for demagogues." But party leaders candidacy.
Fifteen members of the Comrades last week
at the Water street rink, but found
to Mr and Mi> Perley A Brnekett county there are those who teach
Of the 415 Republican delegates
^T.681'
Mrs' Viola —
- aou
Poland
and uaugrae,
daughter Wednesday by his housekeeper. It
a worthy opponent in Pearl Cavan
(Helen g Posti. formerly of Rockiana. that there is no God: there are active nevertheless are disturbed over the chosen to date, President Hoover bus
augh, whom he led by only a short t'OBJl Church joined the Followers : Yolanda arrived home frcm New was believed by physicians that he
a son. Albert Edward.
Smith
“
ready
to
fight"
statement.
greun gatherings of Communists. In
distance. There are rumors that of the Way at Camden Sunday eve Harbor April 10.
Political observers now await 145 pledged definitely to his renomi
had been dead about 24 hours.
older to give these children a chanc"
Mis: Lois Prior and brother Cecil
Mealy may soon meet Frank Allen, ning for a serviee directed by a dele
eagerly
the Pennsylvania and Massa nation and his managers claim 248
MARRIED
Mrs. J. Lois Maguire, his daughter.
tbe Knox County Association for
gation of four University of Maine Prior have returned to school for
who holds a State cnampionship.
chusetts
primaries to see wlietlug' the more^Jor a total of 393, with only
Religious Education was
of Thomaston, an experienced nurse, KOLDERNESS-DARLINO — At Rockland Rural
students. Each student gave an in the spring term.
April 17, by E. R. Keene, city clerk formed, which gives four types of Smith outbreak will receive attention 578 needed to win. Angry ovi r
spiring
message.
There
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about
School at Loudville began April 11 who was planning to return to Bath
claims. France indicated he would
Word comes from Edward Dari
Charles B.Stolderness and Dorothy P.
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Darling, both of Rockland.
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Kiss Dorothy Poland lias returned
that with friends he spent the Easter adults, among whom were Rev. and
convention credentials committee.
learned that many had never heard pivotal State primaries April 26.
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vacation in Rome. He also visited , Mrs. W. S. Rounds, and Rev. and to her home in New Harbor.
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Keeper and Mrs. C. N. Robinson ably listening to the radio when WALLACE—At Bremen. April 13. Capt.
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cc Williams College, who with his , den Church. At the close of the have received good news from their | seized with a stroke of heart trouble
t'on nation if our children do not One Republican convention — in test in the Maryland primary.- A
family, has been passing the winter 1 service there was a social hour in the ' sen E'mer who was operated on again that caused his death.
11SINwhe Aof Arthur'pAlaVnes. ^’edf 551 know God and do not know the mean- £ylor^>—w111 name 15 delegates. native son. he now laces a definite
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i recently and is recovering
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KENNEY—At Rockland. April 18. George ...
,
charge of Mrs. Gertrude Boody and Mountains. The representatives dis- ' on re’atives at Bremen. Long island
Marsh, whom the club is pleased to Stanley Cilley, patrolman, is doing
J. Kenney, aged 69 years, ii months. 20, cbu-pGls were available, and in one in term their “club poet,” read one oi
Mrs. Sarah Griffin. The program torI cussed methods of drawing more recently. Mrs. Prior visited her son his home. He had completed duties
very efficient work in the way of re
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Though far I may roam
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gifts sent her by friends and relatives.
in court yesterday the proprietor was
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of the rising generation. It depends
tiring in their devotion.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Richards.
Never did we have such snappy WASH SUITS for children. We
fined $20 and costs, besides listening
The dearest on earth.
25 Franklin street.
upon the otoole of Knox County now
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Funeral servipes were held at the
don’t believe you ever saw anything to equal them, and at
to a stern warning from Judge But
Miss Dorothy Harvey in charge of
‘to sav what fort of citizenry they will
g home on Sunday, Rev. Father O Gar.i
such
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CARD OF THANKS
have 15 years hence.”
the miscellaneous hour presented
•j officiating. There were many beauti
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is
thanks for the many kindnesses be
Dane? at Rockville Grange hall
BOYS’ SUITS, too—with Coat, Vest and two pairs of Pants
survived by her husband, three sens. stowed during the long illness and death Robbins was hostess and Mesdames gave "Simple Confession," accompan
Thursday night, with accordion1
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°f - th""*
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......................................................................................... $13.00, $15.00
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THE STORY
CHAPTER I—Six bandit* come
aboard tho steamer. Midnight Sun,
while she Is tied to the bank of the
Mackenzie. Father Claverly and the
other passengers on the boat are
amazed at the sight of banditry in
this Great Waterways country, a
thousand miles north of Edmonton.
Jimmy Montgomery, who hail spent
years with the Canadian Mounteo.
draws his gun in the face of the
covering rides and tires upon the
ruffians. He Is shot . through the
heart by a half-breed. The bandits
get away with gold dust and choice
peltry.

CHAPTER
n._Corporal
Bill
Hardsock brings the news of the
crime to Sergeant Alan Baker at
the Mounted Police post at Fort
Endurance. After a brief dispute
over plans with his incompetent
superior. Inspector Haskell, Alan
starts out after the bandits ln the
big police launch with the corporal
and four constables.
CHAPTER III—Reaching the
Midnight Sun. they stop long
enough for Alan to hoard her and
consult witnesses of the crime. Alan
asks the skipper to put Bmmy
Montgomery’s orphaned four-yearold daughter off at Fort Endurance
and leave her In the care of Alan's
fiancee. Elizabeth Spaulding. At the
MacMillan trading post on the Big
Alooska, Joyce MacMillan ls alone,
awaiting the return of Dave, her
father, from a fur-buying trip. Sh»
ls thrilled when the police launch
ties up there for the night, as she
has not seen Alan Baker for months.
Secretly she had hoped to marry
him; then she was stunned by the
news of his engagement to Eliza
beth. She is happy now to perceive
from his halting talk that the
planned marriage ls not definitely
certain.
CHAPTER IV.—Larry Younge.
one of Alan's men, discovers ln
MacMillan's fur shed a hale of pelts
stolen from the Midnight Sun. The
evidence Incriminates Dave so
strongly that Alan is compelled to
tell Joyce. She hotly defends her
father. Alan leads his expedition
up the B’g Alooska. Compelled by
Hoskell's^oolish orders tn divide
the party. Alan falls to capture the
bandits. The police expedition re
turns to Fort Endurance with Larry
badly wounded.

CHAPTER V.—Haskel,, who Is
Alan’s active enemy and is trying to
win Elizabeth, blames Alan for the
failure and orders his demotion to
the ranks. He flatly denies that he
ordered Alan to split the police
party. He refuses to let Alan lead a
second expedition against the ban
dits. Seeing only one way now to go
after the bandits and clear Joyces
father from the charge resulting
from the obviously planted* evldonce, Alan buys out of the Mounted.
Haskell gives Alan his release on
condition that he signs a paper to
tho effect that Haskell did not give
the order to split the expedition.
CHAPTER VI—After making ar
rangements with Hardsock and old
Dad Pence to look after Joyce's
safetv while she ls alone a, the
MacMillan post (her father being
jailed at Fort Endurance), Alan
starts out of the country in a mo
tor canoe. As the days pass and
she does not hear from him, Joyce
ls heartsick for Alan.
CHAPTER VII.—On his journey.
Alan runs across ''Buzzard" Featlierof, famous aviator of the World
war. and now "on his own." with a
dilapidated machine.
Affinity of
spirit draws them together, and
Alan enlists "Buzzard" in the en
terprise. Lacking sufficient funds
to procure equipment, thev loot
government stores, starting their
pursuit of the bandits, themselves
criminals in the eyes of the law
CHAPTER VTIL—“Slob-Ice" .Tensen. leader of the bandits, plans to
capture Joyce MacMillan and es
cape ,‘n Manitoba. At Fort Endur
ance Haskell catches on that Bill
Hardsock is caching gasoline and
oil for Alan at En Traver.-.- lake
and plans with Constable Whipple
to capture Alan when his plane
alights there.

CHAPTER VIII. CONTINUED
~ Jensen 'turned nn him with a
fierce anger and withering sarcasm
that silenced Lunnon for an hour.
•‘Sure it's a h—lish long hard
trot, you runty bilge rat! Don't I
know it? But I’d rather tramp
ten thousand miles than do them
twenty short steps from a lioosegow to a seaffol'i”
The others all nodded emphati
cally, fearful of Jensen's scorching

The Others All Nodded Emphat
ically.

anger. They were sitting there on
a hundred anti fifty thousand dol
lars which he had got for them.
They owed their very lives to his
quick thinking aboard the steamer,
when he had pulled their trick out
of the fire. And they were leaning
on him now to save them from tlie
Mounted and get them out to tlie
oblivion of a big city.
He went on explaining tlie es
cape. ’’Now, here, all of you—
look’t here.” He smoothed a place
on the mud floor; ami as tlie Olli
ers leaned forward to watch, lie
drew a rude map witii his long
thumb nail. ‘‘We'll follow the In
connu east a ways and then head
.south tor Manitoby. We'll spend

the'rvst of this summer and fall
working down into timber country.
Then we'il find some good hiding .
place and build a couple shacks
and lay in meat, and we’ll wait
there till the break-up. Next spring
we’ll ease on down and out to Win '
nipeg, and there we’ll he with better'n a hundred and fifty thousand
in hides and dust!”
His own personal and private j
plans after they did get out to
Winnipeg, Jensen did not see fit
to disclose. He knew a party there !
in the Queen City of tlie Wheat i
Plains who would buy tlie furs at i
two-thirds of their auction value,
and say "nudding.” The dust, be
ing unstamped, could be sold any I
where. ne himself, both business
manager and leader of this cruise,
would naturally attend to those
business matters. Once with the j
money in his pocket, would he split J
six ways with these lubbers? Or
would lie take a train and fade out I
of their lives and have that hun
dred and fifty thousand for his own
sweet own? You bet your life he I
would!
i
With his plans clear and the men 1
completely under his sway, Jen I
sen leaned hack against a paqueton I
of furs and sat, smoking, think j
ing.
He guessed that for once the po j
lice were altogether baffled. They
must be pounding their heads to ex i
plain who he and his men were,
where they had come from, how
they got into this country, un
known, unseen; and how they, com
plete strangers, knew the ins and ■
outs of this northern wilderness as
well as the police themselves. He
thought of them as a pack of
hounds circling frantically to pick
up a scent. It was pleasing to know i
he had outmaneuvered them from
start to finish. A man who could ,1
beat the Yellow-stripes would have ;i
no trouble at all dodging the pro I
j
vincial police and town cops.
But this reflection was only on
the surface of his thoughts. He
was thinking of the MacMillan
trading post 'Breed Andre had
said that Dave MacMillan was not .
there. Jensen shrewdly guessed i
where the trader was. From the
MacMillan girl being alone at tlie
post, except for that white-whis- '
kered old coot, Jensen guessed that
Dave MacMillan had got into trou
ble over that pack of otter furs in
the storage shed.
Through tlie tobacco haze Jensen
looked back across tlie six years
and saw again all the details of a
certain incident between himself
and Joyce MacMillan. He had re
lived that incident a thousand
times since it happened. The mem
ory of it, the memory of that lar.ghItig-eyed girl, had come down
across the years like the scent of
fresh violets. Two weeks ago when
his party passed the MacMillan
trading post, tlie place had seemed
deserted. But he had known she
lived there; and drawn by some
overpowering impulse to see her,
to be near her again, he had flung
caution and hot haste to the winds,
and stopped, and gone ashore. Tlie
picture of that MacMillan girl
asleep, an arm under her head, a
great-spurred violet in her hair—
that flesh-and-blood reincarnation
of her former memory had been a
madness in his blood ever since. It
had overshadowed his waking
thoughts, had flitted across his
dreams, had been present with him
even during the hot battle with the
three Mounties at the edge of Many
Waters.
The news which 'breed Andre
had brought hack—that Joyce was
practically alone at the trading
post, scarcely two days travel
away, that the trading had dwin
dled and few Indians or metis earns
now, that the officer commanding
at Fort Endurance was giving her
no protection whatsoever—this
news to Jensen was like a match to
a barrel of powder.
His deliberate brain saw danger
j in his scheme; hut he had risked
(leatli for the furs and gold, and
that hundred and fifty thousand
| was far less vivid, less tangible,
I less impassioning to him than the
j memory of that moment when he
stood looking through Joyce's win
dow. He had spent a year on a
whaler without getting back to
port; a year of exile in AJaskan
mountains, among prospectors. . . .
There are hungers more powerful
than the hunger for food or gold.
It would be ridiculously easy, he
reasoned, to knock the old coot on
the head and take the defenseless
girl. They would land above the
station and creep upon it through
the bush. Two of his men would
go in peacefully, as though to trade
and watch their chance to seize
her. His party could swoop, strike,
and have the whole thing over in
ten minutes.
Knocking the ashes from his
pipe, he leaned forward:
“Men. I got an idee. I Just showed
you lubbers our one chance to
‘scape. Now I'm gonna show you
how we c'n make our getaway dead
sure and certain. How we c’n tie
them Yellow-stripes up in a sack
and throw away the key. Anybody
objecting? Anybody wanting to
kick over tlie traces?”
Glaring around him. he saw em
phatic denials. The men were
hanging upon his words; he knew
they would obey him without a
whimper of protest.
He went on; “We’re going to
make a little sachay down the
Alooska to MacMillan's trading
post. We’re going to it tomorrow.
Well rap that old duffer on the
head and take tlie girl. We'll throw
them Yeller-stripes clear off the
scent. While they’re hunting for
her, we'll be making tracks south
east to Manitoby. Y'mind how we

saved our skies on lhe steamer by
taking that other skirt? We'll do
it again; but we'll carry tliis'n on
along with us. No one'll ever know
what happened to her. . .
•
••••••
For a few days after Alan Baker
bought out of service and left Fort
Endurance. Inspector Haskell en
joyed more peace and security than
he had felt in many months. But
after the first satisfaction wore
away, it gradually occurred to Has
kell that maybe he ought to make
some move to capture those six
bandits. To let them escape without raising a hand against them
would look hnd. very bad, to Su
perintendent Williamson on his
coming visit to the post.
Thinking over his situation, he
remembered how Baker had de
manded to lead a patrol to the in
connu river and lie in wait there.
Baker had said they wonld try to
escape by that route. He knew
what lie was talking about. Haskell realized he knew.
Should he send a detail to the
Inconnu?
Tlie more Haskell pondered the
idea, the more it appealed to him.
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UONAN-FU NEWEST
CAPITAL OF CHINA

Neuritis Misery
Quickly Stopped
Doctor’s Prescription Enables Her
to Run Upstairs
Magic-like relief from
the torturing pains of
neuritis.
rheumatism
and lumbago has been
^Ken thousands who
used Ru-No-Ma. a doc
tor’s prescription So
certain are the results
that if first 3 doses
don’t drive out pains,
monev will be refund
ed.* Works differently
from other medicines
because it contains no
narcotics or opiates. Why undergo need
less pain another hour? Your druggist
will gladly tell you about this amazing
prescription that stops pain so quickly.
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♦ « • a
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The affections of such a man
Prof. Nathaniel F. Cantor, author
ordinate, it was the ‘West Capital.'"
were evanescent at best, and cer of “Crime; Criminals and Criminal thrown out to rust. A fat widow
bought
a
hospital
ambulance
tainly quicksand to build upon. Im Justice" (Henry Helt & Co.) has been
Kills Self to Get Rest
agining her relations with this man gi anted a fellowship by tho Social so that she could ride lying down.
New York.—Adolpho Utrern, thir-i
If she ever allowed herself to be Science Research Council to engage But her envious neighbor carried off
ty years old, a song writer, of 17(1
come dependent on him. she saw in field work in Prussia. He plans the prize when she appeared re
West Elglity-aixth street, cominittetf
him staving off marriage by the to investigate the entire penal sys cumbent in a great carriage with I
suicide In the kitchen of his apart- |
old threadbare dodges, and at last tem of that part of Germany Pro glass sides and sculptured angels on ,
the
corners.
She'd
bought
a
hearse!
ment by inhaling gas. He left a ,
turning coldly away when passion fessor Cantor will leave in June for
i
went. Alan Baker in time would Germany and remain there at least p
note which read: “To the author- ;
go farther than Haskell and his year. This is the only fellowship of
Itles — Just sang my last song |
“The length of life,” savs a writer,
Cobham estate. Alan was every it; kind granted bv the Committee “ought to be measured by the num
(sounds good for song title). This
way more a man. He was honest, on Research Fellowships. Professor ber and importance of our ideas and
Is just a plain suicide. I need a
Nucli oood ruuu
IN THE POND
I
he could be depended upon.
Cantor's bcok on criminology will be net by the number of our davs.”
long rest, and this ls the longest
Angry and contemptuous, she published April 22.
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”
says
Freddy,
“
where
When measured by this standard,
one I will probably get.”
* *
rose. ‘T’ve got to go. But there's
some people have never been born.— did you come from?” Freddy
Where Food Prices Are Lowest
Much
of
the
incidental
material
something I really must thank you
bad been tossing stones in the
The Humorist (London).
for, inspector.”
used by Louis Cornell in his "Murder
pond and he was very much sur
First Guest—“I’m sure I don't know All Home Cooking
“To thank me for?” He too had Case No. 33” (Erentano's). a mystery
prised because a creature ap
risen; he was leaning toward her story with an Indian reservation setwhy
they call this hotel the Palms, Try our 2 5, 35, 50c Dinners
peared and seemed to protest.
eagerly. “I’m glad ... I didn't ting. i: completely authentic. After
!
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you?
I've never seen a palm any
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a
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join
all
cil was struck in the Osage Reserva
know I’d done—”
the ‘numbered dots together, where near the place."
tion in Oklahoma some years ago, the
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tribe, numbering about 1500. became
starting with dot number one
Second Guest—“You’ll see them be
Opposite Perry's Market
when in Portland—You ran buj I a Ration of millionaires—the wealth!
and lending with dot number fore you go. It's a pleasant little sur
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copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the est in the world Unused to riches
thirty-three, you will see the lit prize the whole staff keeps for the
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5
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M.
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7
P. M.
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tle fellow Freddy is speaking to. guests on the last day of their stay."
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NEW AID IN PREVENTING COLDS
their
money
with
incredible
—
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Central
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H
gress St,

With ihore titan S.900.000 volumes,
a t ln:r:ase cf 19S.C3O (luring the past
year, Haieatd University Library re
tail i it' position as tint among univusitti libraries filt'n place amen?
he ? of Lie vrcrld and third in this
ccur.iry. The main increase in the
library during tlie pact year too’;
place becaure o' the addltiors to
the iibiarie; for the houses and to
he iatv and nicdica’ libraries. Loose
of bcj’.es d. r.car d 85 percent during
the year, due to the apprehension ci
several book stealing gangs and the
Installation cf turnstiles in tierlibrary.
♦ • * *
^Younger Pccts.” ai. aotho'oi
edited bv Nellie B Sergeant (Apple
teni is a remarkable collection that
should claim the attention of every
pregre ive parent. It is an an
thology of poems written by high
school" students in every one of the
forty-eight 'tates. Nor do tht'r
juvenile poets require the excuse of
age. lor their work is of excellent,
often astounding, quality, aud can
well afferd to stand by itself. The
book should be an important 'cure?
of in oiiatio.i to children, for the ?
of them who like to write will be
Emulated tc develop their talents
shen they re~ what other children
can do. and at the same time w
have real and reasonable goa’s for
which to strive. The biographical
information, which gives the backgreurd and subsequent activities of
each youthful poet, provides a wealth
of illuminating material.
• • • •
Not so long ago members of the
Library cf Congress lighted frem an
auten h ie with two armed guards
and huriied into a s'de doer oi the
lamou" repository of “books with a
.-mail woeden bcx. Curious oassers-by
vendered w iv such nrscautions were
being taken over what probably was
ju t another book or two. They did
not know, however, ar.d the world
did net know until the contents cf the
box wert safely housed in the library
hat the •little package was the fa
rms Gutenb .g. the first Bible ar.d
the first beck ever printed and the
most valuable volume in the world. It
was printed in 1465 and was being
ead ner'” 3C years before Columbus
lisccvercd America.
By au‘hority of Congress th°
United States Government bought
this treasure a'eng with a ffw other
o’d volumes. aud naid one million dolars for it. Ii this seems, to the aver
age person, to be an absu’d sum to
oay for a rnusiy old took, it must lie
remembered ‘hat it has immense
listorical and literary value and that,
iike a fine vioiin, its value will mount
rith the passing years. Biblicph;! s
the world ever believe that the Unit
ed States Government acquired the
tieasure cheaply at one million dol
lars.
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at PENOBSCOT GRILL

Catching Cold?

PENOBSCOT GRILL

THE RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
VINALHAVEN
OF PHILADELPHIA
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sunday morning at Union Church
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
I
Rea’ Estate ............................. $14 189 3i Rev. P. J. Clifford gave a talk on the '
Mortgage Loans ...................... 332.725 Ot i Conference which he attended the
Stocks and Bonds ................. 1.304.199 5G i
222 977 4' past week at Waterville. Rev. G. H.
Cash In Offlce and Bank
Agents’ Balances ................. 245,514 23 Holland preached at the evening serv- ,
16.597 08 ice. There was music by the choir
Gross Assets ........................$2,703,435 70 ' Interest and Rents
13.346 40
Deduct items not admitted .... 273.406 97 All other Assets
with Mrs. Helen Sanborn Arey at the
Gross Assets ..........................$2,149,548 98 organ. Next Sunday Odd Fellows and
Admitted
............................
$2,430,023
73
Gross Assets
Deduct l,tems not admitted .... 313,810 10 Ribckahs will attend the 11.30 service
$6,666,158 92
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Deduct items
terns not admitted .... 735.724 29 i
Tyler Building
Union Church circle will serve the
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $145,719 00! Admitted ............................$1,835,738 88
usual supper at the vestry Thursday
Admitted ............................. $5,930,431 63 Unearned Premiums .............. 781.216 00
Grade I.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
All other Liabilities
718 188 77 | Net Unpaid Losses ................. $33,587 00 at 5.30.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Owen Hutchinson and Harold Wil
Cash
Deposit
...........................
350,000
00
Het Unpaid Losses ................. $349,040 55
Premiums ............. 315.623 74
Virginia, daughter of P. A. White,
434.904 96 Unearned
Unearned Premiums ............. 2 316 831 .64 i Surplus over all Liabilities
All other Liabilities ............... 119.598 81 has been ill in bed the past two weeks. liams have been added to the dental
^se°rle" oV'^preciatlon In
®’’°2 ” TotRl Llabll,t,e3 and SurPlus « «0.028 73 Cash Capital .......................... l.OOO.ouu 00
Speaking of depression, our observ honor roll.
♦Surplus over all Liabilities .... 365.929 30
Secur......................................... 330.595 33
THE HOME INSURANCE COMPANY
ant citizen wTites: When clouds of
Not been absent this term: Mildred
Cash Capital ............................ 1.200.000 00
New York, New York
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,835,738 88 depression are lowering and demands ColsQn Mi]dTed Ervjn Walter plan.
♦ Valuations approved by National
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.646.663 85
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
for your product have died, and the
Bonds
.............. $92,069,659 06 ’ Convention of Insurance Commissioners joys of existence diminish when your ders, Mary Dodge, Earl Haskell, BarTota^UabUiUea and Surplus $5,930,434 63 , Stocks
gashinand
Offlce
and Bank
8 386363 23 ! SOUTHERN-FIRE _ INSURANCE COMdollars are taken for a ride; cheer bara Torrey and William Robinson,
PANY OF NEW YORK
BRITISH AMERICA ASSURANCE CO.
Agents’ Balances ............... 11,746 453 84
Bllls Receivable
Toronto, Canada
48.091 26 , 59 Maiden Lane, New York, Nfew York
up there’s a bright ray of promise,
. . * .
Interest and Rents ...
542.550 W) I
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
assets dec. 31. 1931
tha< makes golden sunshine look pale,
Grade II.
All other Assets •.........
1.554.998 90
Stocks and Bonds ..............$2,971,570 64
stocks and Bonds ...................$3,325,644 4° j as you note, how the tens and twen
281.691 79
George Staples and Harold Gerrish
In Office and Bank
Cash in Offlce and Bank ...... 278 995 59
Gross Assets ........ ............. $114,348 116 29 I Cash
171.337 20 ties resurrect for a bargain day safe. have not been absent. Charles HuntAgents' Balances ........ .......... 142 303 62 Deduct
Agents' Balances ...
Items
not
admitted
2.100.196
91
Albert C. McLoon of Rockland was
17.315 00
Bills Receivable ......................
6 00
j Interest and Rents
5 700 nn
ley, Harold Lewis. Blanche Sylvester
Interest and Rents .................
9.043 83
in town Friday.
Admitted ......... . .............. $112,347,919 38 All other Assets ...
_____
' and Earle Lymburner were absent
Vinalhaven
High
School
Baseball
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
! Gross Assets ........................$3._ ...690 48
Gross Assets ......................... $3 401.919 68
one-half day.
$6,496,118 00 1 Deduct Items not admitted .... 249,439 56 Association will hold a cake and candy
Deduct Items not admitted .. . 593,677 14 Net Unpaid Losses ........
Children on the honor roll in arith
Unearned Premiums ....
38.710.887 00
sale today at O. P. Lyons’ store, fol
Admlltted ........................... $3,552,250 92 lowed by a dance in the evening at metic. Barbara Black, Harriette
Admitted ............................. $2.808 242 54 All other Liabilities .......... 28.782.320 69
Cash Capital ........................ 24.000.000 001
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Clark. Richard Harris, John Knight,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Surplus over all Liabilities 14 258.593 69 ' Net Unpaid Losses ................ $161,987 00 Town hall.
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $183,785 00
The Lyford-Nichols dance held Fri | Norma Philbrick, Estelle Jackson,
Unearned Premiums ............. 932.827 00
Unearned Premiums ............. 1.334.549 72 ( Total Liabilities and SurRep
----- ——
-•
- --- -All other Liabilities ............. 942.737 72 day night at Town hall was well at Lucille Hupper, William Burrs, My
,es. for Dep of °
Securities
314.498
10
plus .................................. J112.247.S19 38 j Cash
Capital ......................... 1.000.000 00 tended. Music was furnished by the ron Cummings, Harold G.rrisli and
All other Liabilities
45.018 47
WESTERN ASSURANCE-COMPANY
1 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 514.699 20
Deposit Capital ...................... 200,000 00i
Earle Lymburner.
Fakers.
Toronto,
Canada
« * • «
8urplus over all Liabilities .... 730.391 25!
Total
Liabilities
and
Surp
lus
$3
552
250
92
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
Lewis
of
Phila

ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Grade IV.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2
--------- and Bonds ..................$4,737,813 97 j STANDARD”aCC1DENT INSURANCE CO. delphia arrived Saturday and are
Detroit, Michigan
CAMDEN~FIRE "lN8.~ASSOCIATION
Cash ln Office and Bank ....... 491,256 07 I
Not absent nor tardy for term of
guests of her mother, Mrs. J. S. Black.
Camden, N. J.
Agents’ Balances .................. 272.289 33 I
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Mrs. M. F. Lenfest and sister Mrs. : seven weeks, ending April 15: Daphine
1 Bills Receivable ...................
1.942 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Estate ..............................$1.443 545 40 Ella Davis who have been in Rock ' Carter, Fred Giover, Edwin Jones,
Interest and Rents ..................
40,179 00! Real
Storks and Bonds ..................14.651.032 30 land the past week, returned home Virginia Nelson, Donald Peters Russell
Real Estate .............................. $483,383 73
Mortgage Loans ...................... 1,892,692 50
Gross Assets ..................... ,...$5.543 480 37 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 699 275 10
Richardson, Norma Robbins and Al
Stocks and Bonds ................. 9.357.450 00 Deduct Items not admitted .. . 763.600 70 Agents' Balances .................... 3,492 481 62 Friday.
Bills Receivable ....................
55.919 95
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
422 298 31
Mrs. Elizabeth Urquhart arrived bert Winchenbacli.
Interest and Rents ................ 109.675 39 home Saturday, having spent the
Agents' Balances .................... 808.219 15
This class entertained Grade III
Admitted
......................$4,779,879 67 Ail other Assets .................... 550.285 31
Bllls Receivable ......................
7,941 63
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
winter with her daughter Mrs. Ed with this program, Virginia Ziccadi.
Interest and Rents ................
96.625 67
Gross Assets ....................... $21,002... j 77 ward Condon in Upper Darby, Pa.
All other Assets
j leader: Song, school; Psalm 100, Lord's
...........
44 360 46 Net Unpaid Losses .................. $423 903 00
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.934.805 70 Deduct Items not admitted .... 133.818 20
Union Church choir will hold a re Prayer; song, school; recitation, Ir
Gross Assets ........................ $13,112,971 45 Res. for Dep. of Securities .... 392,511 20
Admitted ....... ... ................ $20 868.297 57 hearsal Thursday at 7 p. m. in the ma Kent and Norma Robbins; piano,
Deduct Items not admitted . .. 105.558 61 All other Liabilities ................ 107.839 05
William Bicknell; story, Oliver Ham
Deposit Capital ..................... 400.000 00
vestry.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Admitted ............................$13,007,412 84 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.610 820 72 Net Unpaid Losses ...............*$9,496,818 02
News has been received of the death lin; song, April Showers, group ol
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums .......
6,250.041 07
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,779,879 67 All other Liabilities ............... 1.411.133 20 of Capt. Willard O. Wallace which girls; selections on harmonica, Mrs
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $760,234 00
pupils; piano, Edwin
41-T-47
Cash
Capital
.........................
2.500.000
00 occurred April 13 at his home in Sanborn’s
Unearned Premiums .............. 4,979.760 71
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1,210,305 28 Bremen. Capt. Wallace was a fre Jones; song, Nathalie Edwards and
LLOYDS CASUALTY COMPANY
All other Liabilities ............... 297 207 19
75
Maiden
Lane,
New
York,
N.
Y.
Cash Capital ......... ................ 2.000 000 00
quent visitor to this place in his Evelyn Bartlett; recitation, Harry
Total Liabilities and Surplus $20 868.297 57
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 4.970,210 94
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
smack, buying lobsters for the Bos Graves and Harold Heal; piano, Ir
Branch
U.
S.
Estate ............................ $158,752 44
ton markets, and had many friends ma Thompson; acrostic, Tyler school,
Total_Llablllttes and Surplus $13,007,412 84 Real
SUN INSURANCE OFFICE, LTD.
Mortgage Loans ....................... 140.300 00
11 boys and girls; violin, Maxine
here.
New York, N. Y.
CITY OF NEW YORK INSURANCE"?!). Collateral Loans .......................
6.000 00
Scheliinger; Flag salute; America.
New York, N. Y.
Stocks and Bonds, Conven
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
tion Basis ............................. 2.993 075 48 Stocks and Bonds .................. $5,684,315 00
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
WALDOBORO
in Offlce and Bank ...... 118 961 73 Cash tn Office and Bank ...... 357.466 80
Mortgage Loans ..................... $17,500 00 Cash
Agents'
..................... 781.372 08 Agents' Balances .................... 780 199 56
Camden Street School
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey passed
8tocks and Bonds ................. 5,200 244 76 AccountsBalances
Receivable ............
73.412 18 Interest and Rents ...............
56.255 44
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
718 173 76 Interest and Rents .................
Sub-primary and Grads I., Addle
25.902 90 All other Assets ...................... 137.691 71 the weekend and holiday at their
Agents' Balances ..................... 442 042 71 All other Assets ....................... 290 931 79
home in Surry.
R. Rogers, teacher.
Buts Receivable
5.243 75
Mrs. Isadore Hoffsrs has been in
Gross Assets ..........................$7,025,928 51
Perfect attendance: Lunette Gray,
Interest and Rents
34.621 00
Gross
Assets
.........................
$4,592,208
60
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
....
150.611
52
Bremen the past week, called by the Mabel Richards. Marjorie Robinson.
All other Assets ...................... 494.226 74 Deduct Items not admitted ...
98 277 79
Admitted .............................$6 875 316 99 illness and death of her brother, Capt. Kenneth Smith, Dorothy Day, Arlene
Oross Assets ........................$6,912 052 72
Admitted ...........
$4,493,930 81
Willard Wallace.
Bartlett, Walter Dodge, Eleanor Gross,
Deduct Items not admitted . ..
27.960 68
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 193!
Tne Star Club held an all-day ses Edwin Olson and Ronald Packard.
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $698,957 00
Admitted
............................$6,884,092 04 Net Unpaid Losses ..................$1,549,212 95 Unearned Premiums ............. 3.843 882 52 sion in Masonic hall Friday.
Arithmetic honor roll: Sidney CanUnearned Premiums .............. 645.036 44 All other Liabilities ............... 223 455 03
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Alden Halpine of Philadelphia, dage, Ruth Carter, Betty Drew, Paul
All other Liabilities .............. 198 630 08
Net Unpaid Losses . ............ . $438 332 00 Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00 Statutory Deposit .................. 400 000 00 Lincoln Halpine of Worcester and Gross, Elizabeth Leach, Mabel Rich
Unearned Premiums .............. 893.931 00 Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1 101.051 31 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1,709.022 44
Norman Halpine of Portland have ards, Grace Tripp, Arlene Bartlett.
All other Liabilities .............. 2.747.713 30
Cash Capital ........................... 1.500,000 00 Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,493,930 81 Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,875,316 99 been guests of Nelson C. Austin.
Walter Dodge, Reginald Drew, Elea
ARTHUR L. ORNE. INC.. Agts., Rockland
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.304.085 74
Thirty members of Wiwurna Chap nor Gross, Amos Hartley, Leona
Knox County
MECHANICS INSURANCE COMPANY*
ter, O.E.S, were guests of Crystal Lothrop, Edwin Olson, Elizabeth
Philadelphia, Pa.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $6,884,092 04
TIIE TRAVELERS FIRE INSURANCE CO.
Chapter, O.E.S., in Damariscotta last Perry, Albert Smith and Raymond
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Hartford, Connecticut
FEDERAL MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE
week.
Real Estate ..................
COMPANY
Young.
.. $490 313 06
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
211 Congress Street. Boston, Mass.
499 750 00 Mortgage Loans ...................... $250,000 00
Mrs. Clarence Eugley entertained
Grade One spelling honor roll: Al
Stocks
and
Bonds
....
.....
.. 3 473.806 01 Stocks and Bonds ................. 12,929.879 02 the Jolly Eight Club at its last meet
ASSETS DEC. '31. 1931
bert Smith, Elizabeth Perry, Ronald
Cash ln Offlce nnd Bank
9’ 273 70 Cash in Office and Bank ...... 1.770.344 84
Stocks and Bonds ................. $724,129 69 Agents’ Balances ............
ing.
182 644 25 Agents’ Balances .................... 1,233.742 49
Packard, Edwin Olson, Leona Loth
Cash ln Offlce and Bank ......
65.657 41 Bills Receivable ...............
4 '.07 03 Interest and Rents ................. 129 835 06
Webster Benner was in Portland rop, Claribel Leach, Eleanor Gross,
Agents’ Balances ..................... 56 437 47
51.497
42
6 348 54 Thursday and Friday of last week.
Interest and Rents .................
9.255 53 All other
Leona Flanders, Reginald Drew, Wal
130.702 14 All other Assets ......................
All other Assets .....................
3,395 67
Ralph M. Lovell is in Northeast ter Dodge and Arlene Bartlett.
Gross Assets .................... $16,320,149 95
Gross Assets ...................... $4,825,098 61
Harbor where he will manage the C.
Winners of Grade One number
Grose Assets ........ ............... $858,925 77 Deduct Items not admitted
90 313 09 Deduct items not admitted .... 409,645 37 M. Small drug store while Mr. Small
Deduct Items not admitted .... 171,859 40
contest this term are: First, Arlene
Admitted
...........................
$15,910,504
51
is in the hospital for a surgical oper Bartlett and Walter Dodge, each hav
Admitted ............................ $4,734,785 52
Admitted ............ _....... ..... $687,066 37
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
ation.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
ing had 25 perfect papers; second, Le
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
-i
Net
Unpaid
Losses
.................
$958,408
00
,
Unpaid Losses ................. $338,951 93 Unearned Premiums ............. 9.050.140 09 i
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Collamore are ona Lothrop, who had 21 perfect pa
Net Unpaid Losses .......... .....$ 29.829 55 Net
Unearned Premiums .............. 2 97n 447 65
Unearnod Premiums ....... ..... 343 317 94 All other Liabilities .*............. 190,137 92 Security Depreciation Reserve 519,755 00 on Friendship. Long Island, where pers; and third, Albert Smith, who
All other Liabilities ................
29.670 19 Cash Capital ........... .............. 690 000 00 All other Liabilities............... 372 160 22 they will pass the summer months.
had 20 perfect papers
Cash Capital ............................ 100.000 00 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 626.248 02 Special Reserve ...................... 1.181.435 05
Members of the high school faculty
The first graders have made scrap
Cash Capital ........................... 2 000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities
184.248 69
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,734,785 52 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.828,605 22 passed the weekend and holiday at books which have proven a source of
Total Liabilities and Surplus $687,066 37
their several hemes. Miss Alma Glid- much interest.
Knox County
Total Liabilities and Surplus $15,910,504 58 den in Winslow, Miss Dorothy Don
KRY & MERRIAM. Rockland, Maine
The blackboard and window deco
FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA
Basis of valuation of securities Is the
401 Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
THE METROPOLITAN CASUALTY IN National Convention of Insurance Com- , nelly in Waterville and Philip Plourde rations which were made bv the chil
mlssioners valuations adjusted by se in Orono.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
SURANCE CO.. OF N. Y.
dren consist of pussy willows, blue
curity depreciation reserves.
10 Park Place, Newark, New Jersey
Real EAate .............................. $75,206 93
Thomas Brown has returned from birds and tulips.
Mortgage Loans ............
3.040.512 46
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
THE TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO.
Massachusetts and Connecticut where
Names recently added to the dental
Stocks and Bonds ................... 21.545.055 86 Real Estate ............................... $449,569 91
Hartford, Connecticut
he has been for a month.
honor roll: Claribel Leach, Elizabeth
Cash ln Offlce and Bank ....... 592 421 65 Mortgage Loans ....................... ) 734.500 00
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Agents' Balances ..................... 1,422 370 28 Stocks and Bonds .................. 7.960.427 75
Much sorrow is expressed by friends Leach, Dorothy Richards, Grace
$21,675,811 62 here of Capt. Willard O. Wallace at
Interest and Rents .................. 211,660 73 Cash In Offlce and Bank ...... 234.501 51 Real Estate ...................
Tripp, Dorothy Tripp, Amos Hartley
All other Assets ....................... 110,339 30 Agents' Balances ..................... 2,097.118 12 Mortgage Loans .................. 115.921.897 85
news of his death which occurred and Arlene Bartlett.
Stocks
and
Bonds
...............
276.244,768
Bills Recelvab’e ..........................
9372768 Cash in Offlce and Bank .... 10.807.470 00
65
Gross Assets .......................$26,997,617 21 Interest and Rents ................ 109.675 55
Wednesday at his home in Bremen.
Visitors during the term were:
8,477,897 43 Many from this place attended the
Deduct items not admitted .... 4.591.830 00 All other Assets ....................... 501.957 82 Interest and Rents .............
Supt. E. L. Toner, Mrs. Neil Packard,
Gross Assets — Casualty
Dept........................... 101.814.659
34 funeral services held at his late home Mrs. Russell Turner, Mrs. L. G. Perry,
Admitted ............................ $22,405,787 21
Gross Assets .........................$13,131,668 34
127.351.702 77 Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. S. J. Candage and Mrs. Ralph
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1931
Deduct items not admitted .... 923.933 26 All other Assets ......
Net Unpaid Losses ..................$1,556,502 00
THE EMPLOYERS’ FIRE INSURANCE Conant.
Gross
Assets
....................
$662,294,207
66
Admitted ............................ $12,257,735 08 Deduct items not admitted
* * * *
Unearned Premiums ...............10.453.253 10
COMPANY
773,200 69 All other Liabilities ............... 1.643.935 12
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Boston, Massachusetts
Grades 2, 3 and 4, G. Cunningham,
Cash Capital ............................ 5.600.000 00 Net Unpaid Losses ..................$5,337,767 51
Admitted ........................ ..$661,521,006 97
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
teacher: Not absent a half day,
•Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3,152 096 99 Unearned Premiums .............. 3.631.639 20
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
8tocks and Bonds ................. $4,452,572 83 Maude
Dodge, Cleveland Gray,
All other Liabilities ................ 1,248.481 70 Net Unpaid Losses ..........
Cash
in
Offlce
Bank ....159
■P$41,916
’ll.OlU dt
........... ........ and
*
*-■ 8 .... . .
32
Total Liabilities and Surplus $22,405,787 21 Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
950.026 83 Agents Balances ................ ». 408.177 47 Madeline Grant, Laura Candage.
.................
• Valuations approved by National Con Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 1 009.856 67 Unearned Premiums ..........
Liabilities — Casualty Dept. 75,300.308 92 Bills Receivable
831
Roger Conant, Barbara Robinson and
vention of Insurance Commissioners
All other Liabilities ........ 542.915.037 38 Interest and Rents
34.609 87 Richard Donahue.
NATIONAL-BEN FRANKLIN FIRE IN Total Liabilities and Surplus $12,257,735 08 Cash Capital ........................ 20.000.000 00 A11 other Assets ....
8.209 72
Knox Countv
SURANCE CO.
The Bluebirds are the winners in
Surplus over all Liabilities 22,313.717 52
THE TALBOT INSURANCE AGENCY
Pittsburgh, Penna.
Gross Assets ........................ $5,064,298 60 the spelling race. The leader was
Camden.
Me.
Deduct
items
not
admitted
....
554.314
38
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Total Liabilities and Sur
Barbara Robinson and her helpers
COCHRAN. BAKER & CROSS
plus .................................... $661,521,006 97
Real Estate .............................. $191,770 95
Rockland. Me
Admitted ............................. $4,509,984 22 were Ruth Packard. Priscilla Bra
Basis of valuation of securities is the
Mortgage Loans .............. ........ 794.856 70
zier, Roger Conant, Laura Candage,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Stocks and Bonds ................... 2.822 553 40 WESTCHESTER FIRE INSURANCE CO. National Convention of Insurance Com
missioners valuations adjusted by securi Not Unpaid Losses ................. $289,375 30 Richard Donahue, Norma Smallwood,
110 William St., New York, N. Y.
Cash ln Offlce and Bank ....... 148,787 03
ty depreciation reserves.
Agents' Balances
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.750.365 00 Josephine
Farrington,
Cleveland
Bills Receivable ...
- $348,410 00 victoryHinsurance "company of All other Liabilities .............. 446.996 81 Gray, James York and Robert Pcttce.
Interest and Rents
PHILADELHIA
Cash
Capital ........................... 1.000,000 00
Stocks end Bonds ...........
05
12.928.520
All other Atscts
Barbara Bartlett, Perley Bartlett,
401 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Surplus over all Liabilities.... 1.023,247 11
Cash ln Office and Bank
- 1.061.849 9?
Agents' Balances ............
James York, and Richard Donahue
.. 836 678 86
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets .........................$4,931,945 43
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$4,509,984
22
.. 2-3.326 83 Real Estate ................ ............... 51.866 74
Deduct Items not admitted .... 118,240 2d
The National Convention of Insurance have been added to our' dental honor
87.445 54 Mortgage Loans ...................... 315.687 50
Commissioners’ Valuations have been roll.
All other Assets
14.958
15
Stocks
and
Bonds
...................
1.254.197
77
Admitted ............................ $4,813,705 15
used to determine the market value of
The “Bunny Rabbit" contest found
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
121.332 12 securities.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
$15.491,189 38 Agents’ Balances ..................... zu^..j52
Pearle Smith first, Richard Donahue
44-T-50
Deduct
Items
not
admitted
.
..
1.182,031
17
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $338,979 43
Interest and Rents
16 263 18 !
second, and Grace Richards third.
Unearned Premiums .............. 2.716.203 21
All other Assets ....
7.637 47 |
Admitted ............................ $14,309,158
The 12-week “Heath Habit Chart"
4,309.158 21
All other Liabilities .............. 194.996 64
THE TRAVELERS INDEMNITY CO.
Cash Capital ................ a........ l.ooo.ooa Oo
has been completed and the pupils
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ....................... ..$1,969,337 60
Hartford, Connecticut
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 563.520 84 Net Unpaid Losses .................. $926,601 86 Deduct Items not admitted . .. 321.t05 0?
awaiting their reward from the Maine
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
Unearned Premiums ..............
in Augusta.
Total Liabilities and Surplus $4,813,705 15 Reserve for depreciation tn 6,715.606 23
Admitted ................. **.......... $1,647,342 55 Mortgage Loans ....................... $312,500 00 Public Health Association
♦ • • «
Knox County
Stocks and Eonds ..................20.678.118 25
securities .............................. 1.346,804 18
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
FRANK A. WHEELER. Rockland. Me.
Cash
in
Offlce
and
Bank
......
1,730.823
36
All other Liabilities ................ 297,733 75
Grade Five
Unpaid Losses ................. $33,512 00 Agents’ Balances .....................
2.027 14
Cash Capital .......................... 2 000 000 on Net
GIRARD FIRE »t MARTneInsTcO?
Unearned Premiums .............. 23 - 208 ?- Interest and Rents ................ 100.567 54
This
grade
has been given milk for
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 3*022,412
3.022,412 13 All other Liabilities ...............
Philadelphia, Penna.
72.398 97 All other Assets ....................... 2.107.441 10
(our children this winter. We are
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Total Liabilities and Surplus $14,309,158 21 ♦Surplus over all Liabilities .... 305,122 79
Mortgage Loans .................... $361,100 00
Gross Assets ........................ $24,931,477 39 pleased to report to the ParentStocks and Bonds .................. 4,517,293 33 NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT lNalKDeduct Items not admitted .... 3.861.025 93 Teachers that each of these children
Total Liabilities and Surplus $1,647,342 55
ANCE CO.
Cash In Offlce and Bank ....... 170.346 33
shows a gain of two pounds
♦ Valuations approved by National Con
Chicago, Ill.
Agents’ Balances ..................... 692,055 47
Admitted ............................$21,070,451 46
The names of Inez Roberts, Robie
vention of Insurance Commissioners.
Bllls Receivable .......................
9,699 77
ASSETS DEC 31. 1931
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Jackson, Virginia Ulmer have been
Interest and Rents ..................
40,750 28 Mortgage Loans .....:.................$1,073,175 00 millOwners’ mutual fire insur
Net
Unpaid
Losses
..................
$1,621,840
00
AU other Assets .......................
23.357 05 Collateral Loans .....................
added to the dental honor roll.
ance company OF IOWA
1,500 00
Unearned Premiums .............. 7,649,830 70
Des Moines, Iowa
We have completed our friezeStocks and Bonds ................... 1.222,494 36
Security Depreciation Reserve 661.853 00
Gross Assets ........................ $5,814,602 23 Cash ln Office and Bank ...... 146.861 35
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
All other Liabilities .............. 1.193.311 32 mounted it on a blue green paper and
Deduct Items not admitted .... 100.590 53 Agents' Balances ...................
53.431 11 Real Estate ............................ $681,997 66 Special Reserve ....................... 2.275.698 40 U now adorns the front of our room.
Interest and Rents .................
29.441 23
Admitted ..............................$5,714,011 70 All other Assets ..................... 259.350 72 Mortgage Loans ..................... 392.934 27 Cash Capital ............................ 3.000.000 00 The drawings were by Clayton Mc
Stocks and Bonds ................. 1.143.572 50 Surplus over all Liabilities ... 4.667.918 04
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Mahon, “The Country As It Looked
Cash ln Offlce and Bank
102.302 94
Gross Assets .......................... $2 786.263 78 Agents’ Balances .....
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $339,001
169,640 82 Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,070,451 46 When the Pilgrims Landed"—first
Unearned Premiums .............. 3.040.847 76 Deduct Items not admitted .... 282 935 19 Interest and Rents
71.691 03
Basis of valuation of securities Is the settlement in Massachusetts, "Ply
All other Liabilities .............. 299.617 68
All other Assets ....
14.559 12 National Convention of Insurance Com mouth," by Virginia Ulmer. The fort
Admitted ..............................$2,503,323 St
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00
missioners valuations adjusted by securi was drawn by Bernice Muhro. “Peo
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 1.034.545 17
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Gross Assets ........................ $2,576,698 34 ty uepre-iation reserves.
6.581 59
ple Going to Church,” was drawn bv
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $339,471 91 Deduct items not admitted ....
Total Liabilities and Surplus $5,714,011 70 Unearned Premiums ............. 1.196.199 14
tlie other pupils, that each child
Knox County
Admitted .................. _........ $2,570,116 75
All other Liabilities ............... 209.041 49
might be represented.
Michael Frederick Brooks. Rockland. Me Cash Capital ............................ 400,000 00
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Hurrah! Hurrah! We have a small
E. C. Moran Company, Inc . Rockland. Me Surplus over all Liabilities .... 358.616 05
Net Unpaid Losses ................. $87,141 21
During this month I will extract sheet of paper pinned on our black
"OLD COLONY INSURANcFcOMPANY
Unearned Premiums ............. 1,190.015 48
Total
Liabilities
and
Surplus
$2
503.328
59
Boston, Mass.
All other Liabilities .............
88.142 53
teeth by my rainless process lor board. What does it say? Only
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
' the” prudential insurance"coml Cash Capital ............................ Mutual
Cne-half Price. Other work at a that the radio is all paid for, and is
PANY
OF
AMERICA
Surplus
over
all
Liabilities....
1,204.817
53
Mortgage Loans .......................
$6,500 00
Discount. My main reason for now our very own. We wish to thank
Newark, New Jersey
Stocks and Bonds. June
all the loyal mothers and fathers who
Total Liabilities and Surplus $2,570,116 75 { this is, I find many who are not
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
1931 values ............................ 8.232.751 14
Cash ln Offlce and Bank ...... 101.662 57 Real Estate ............................ $57,967,951 69 THE FRANKLIN* FIRE"INSURANCE CO'.
earning much this spring and worked so hard to get it for us. not
Agents’ Balances ................... 269.794 63 Mortgage Loans ..................1.152 445,052 52
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
cannot afford to ray from $2 to $5 forgetting our many friends. This
Bills Receivable ..............
21.536 3j Collateral Loans ................. 218 652.341 4
last week of school we have listened
’
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
for having a tooth removed.
Interest and Rents ........
48 783 76 Stocks and Bonds ....r.........1.140,750,873 17
to “Hansel ar.d Gretel," with the
Estate ............................. $167,120 52
All other Assets ..............
25.761 32 Cash ln Office and Bank
13.064.422 17 Real
Work
done
by
aprointment
only.
third and fourth grades as
and Bonds ................... 19,148,504 80
Agents' Balances
3.082 35 Stocks
Cash
In
Offlce
and
Bank
......
1.175.454
00
guests.
Gross Assets ........................ $8,706,809 7? Interest and Rents .............. 43.182.266 95
DR. J. II. DAMON, Dentist
Deduct Items not admitted .. .
38.923 28 All other Assets ................... 72,783.409 62 Agents' Balances ..................... 1.380.560 16
In fact all the children in
Tel. 1203-W
Rockland
Interest and Rents ................. 124,193 00
building have enjoyed the radio,
44Ttf
Admitted ..............................$8,667,886 44
Gross Assets ................... $2,698 890.399 88
Gross Assets ...................... $21,995,832 48
listening to "The American School ol
Deduct items not admitted 6.192.179 23 Deduct
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1931
Items not admitted .... 154.898 40
the Air,” it broadcasts every after
Net Unpaid Losses .................. $381,333 17
noon at 2.30. April 29 being the ’ast
Admitted ....................... $2,692,698,220 65
Unearned Premiums . ............ 1,624.814 51
Admitted ............................$21,840,934 08
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Reserve for difference between
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1931
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $24,675,532 58
secur. values June 30. 1931
and Dec. 31. 1931 ................. 2.054,689 15 Unearned Premiums .......... 12.528 669 53 Net Unpaid Losses ................. $1,021,629 00
All other Liabilities ................ 206.050 02 All other Liabilities ............ 2,586,459,961 23 Unearned Premiums —........ 5.743,198 00
Cash Capital ............................ 1.000.000 00 Cash Capital ......................... 2.000 000 00 All Other Liabilities ............. 9.039.694 45
Surplus over all Liabilities 67.034.057 31 Cash Capital ............................ 3.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities .... J,o3o,4i2 63
based values Dec. 31. 1931 .... 3,400.994 59
Total Liabilities and Sur
We have lost another of our classplus ................................. $2,692,698,220 65
Total Liabilities and Surplus $8,667,886 44

THE ALLEMANNIA FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1931
Real Estate ........................... $159 369 79
Mortgage Loana ...................... 2 149,329 88
Stocks and Bonds ?........... 3.623,455 88
Cash ln Office and ^ank
393.271 20
Agents’ Balances ................... 281,605 00
Bills Receivable
45 61
Interest and Rents
59,026 22
All other Assets ....
54 25
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United States Branch
HALIFAX FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY !
Halifax, Nova Scotia
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1931
8tocks and Bonds ...................$2 280.474 97
Cash in Offlce and Bank ....... 297.878 89
Agents’ Balances ..................... 113,910 84 ,
Interest and Rents .................
11,171 00

ROC KT AND DISTRICT

SCHOOL

i

DENTAL NOTICE

NOTES

dK’WYr'f”-

Enoftnous

5

“»■ 7

lover assures you
atbigger savings*

.•3XZV1
i

—02 course you are interested in
buying fine Soods at the lowest
price eoRsistezjt with quality.
That’s why thousands o2 house*
wives are making V
* arest
Nat?©rs-Wide store the
.sp*
ping headquarters.

'

• >

VvT

1

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
-WEEK OF APRIL 18-

THREE

ONE PAIR

BAKING
POWDER

HANDITONGS FREE
With Each Purchase oC
ONE CAN

CmP per can
Wind-O-Wash 19'

12 OUNCE CAN

RED

CROW
WATER
GLASS

Lar«eCan
19®

LB.

PeKoe Buds

HOME USE Per Gross
BOTTLE CAPS Z7®
BEECH-NUT 2 Jars
MUSTARD 15®

AND

Orange Pekoe

TEA

SPLENDID

SUNNY
MONDAY

MINCE MEAT

SOAP

LGE CAN

Z9

SPLENDID

Dandelion Greens
PER CAN

25'

39
8 Bars

CALO CAT or
DOG FOOD
LIMA N°2 Ca“
BEANS
CAMAY >
Toilet Soap Zlc

Mc

SUNSHINE RAISIN GEMS
Crisp, Delicious, Old Fashioned Cookies
covered with Luscious Raisins

POUND

Baked by Sunshine Bakers

17‘

LGE. PKG.

Mother’s Oats
With Crystal Ware

A

SPLENDID—Horticultural

BEANS

—A®

»®YTS

BUT-A-KISS

PER

JOMC

™ndX7

YOU KNOW THE OWNER

mates. Fiances Robinson, who ha1
returned to Isle au Haul,.
If everyone received 100 in spelling
before Tnurrday—we were to have s
spelling match—Henry Dodge and
Hinor Nye remained standing thr
longest, therefore they are captains
for the next spelling match.
Misses Anna Taylor and Lillian
Pendleton gave a surprise party for
Su'an Hutchinson Friday afternoon
Our debate on “The merits of city
and country life" ended ir a victorv
for the country. Tho debate was faF
and furlo’l', with mother's and
father's ideas being brought in. Pm
ley's “Believe It or Not," really settled
the debate. It was amusing to find
the folks who wanted to change
sides, the lone “one" who wouldn't
change even if she were the on!“one” on the “country" side--and th"
folks who wanted to change to th<
“City” side, because they though
that side might win.
An unusual number of spring lxxits
have appeared this year. No idia i
spurned, anything to make a rhyme.
Wrapping paper, books and pencils
are unusually busy. One boy re
marked ln disgust "I didn’t mean
thnt for a noem. that's a story.’
Cur Red Cross nurses have beer
Marguerite Gray. Charlotte and Prisc'lla Staples. Anna Taylor. Susan
Hutchinson. Marion Church. It is
rather hard work to play agates and

rion Church . Henry Dodge. Mary
F-j-in, Burton Ervin. Ravmord Fa )er F1I’- Ha'i'et's Geo***"

MONHEGAN
Miss Grace Sims went to New Har
bor Saturday, returning Sunday and
while there she visited Mrs. Ethel
Brackett. Miss Sims was guest for a
number of summers at the Monhegan
House, formerly owned and managed
by Mr. and Mrs. Brackett, but which
burned a few years ago.
The Patchwork Club met this week
with Mrs. Harold Osgood.
The 63 Club met Wednesday eve
ning with Mrs. Charles Dyer, Light
house hill, and Saturday evening with
Jrs. Oscar Burton. The next meeting
will be with Miss Josephine Davis u.
he Trailing Yew.
Mrs. Lida Fillmore has returned to
her home at New Harbor after a visit
here with her sister Mrs. Earl Field.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Davis and son
Maurice who have been spending the
winter in Boothbay Harbor have re
turned home.
George Pierce who Las been with
his daughter and her husband, Mr.

and Mrs. Ray Cole of Damariscotta,
Las ieturntd. He is getting his housa
in readiness for Mrs. Pierce who will
come a little later.
Ira Acorn was recently in Portland
for a few days and while there attended a meeting of the 13 Class.
Dexter Richards who has been visitii.g m Boothbay Harbor, Bath and
Rockland, has returned home.
Mrs. George Everett and daughter
Helen who were in Boston the past
w:.uer, have leased the Fuller house
trill tak possession about May 1.
William Johnson of Waldoboro has
arrived here and will work for Mrs.
Elva Nicholson.
Harvey Cushman has ordered his
lumber and plans to build a small
camp oil the lot purchased some time
ago from George Green.
Maynard Orne and Fred Townsend
are building a cistern and foundation
fcr Ford Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Brackett
and Mr. and Mrs. Earl Field motored
to Portland last Saturday.
Mrs. Elva Nicholson who was in
Portland and Boston last week, has
returned.
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of Portland and Mrs. Lucy Nesbit of of men is in town completing the ter Katherone, Lewis Daucett and a
Thomaston postoffice as village car
WARREN
Main street bridge upon which work friend lrom Manchester, N. H., were
rier. In July, 1930 he was transferred
,
Waldoboro.
Today. Patriot's Day, is a holiday
....
was suspended in the fall on account weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to the rural delivery service as car
Advertisements in this column not to
Llewellyn Oliver, a student at rier on route No. 1. His health grad- i for the Warren schools.
piay well Presented
of cold weather. The entire cost of Charles F. Ingraham.
exceed three lines inserted once for 25
Parmington Normal School, has been uajjy faj;ing, he was obliged to givt
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Dyer and Mrs. cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi , ESSEX -1929 Coach-rThis car is in
The World Wide Guild will meet at
The large audience who witnessed tiw structure was met by the State
elected art editor of the yearbook. Up acyve service and the pa«t sev- the horn? of Mrs. Ella Caler Thursday the performance of the high school Highway Commission.
Harper who have been visiting at the tional lines five cents each for one time, Wonderful condition, both mechanical
10 cents for three times. Six words and in appearance. Down payment
He will graduate in June.
e»ai months he had been at home for immediately after school. Following play. "Fingerprints.'' a three-act comCharles Lowe of Roxbury, Mass., home of Mrs. Dyer's brother. Alton make
a line.
$1 00 only. SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
Miss Janet McGrail who came from medical treatment. A surgical co- the business meeting a box of cloth- edy. presented Thursday evening at is visiting friends in Camden.
Stinson, the past ten days, left Mon
Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
Dover. N. H., to attend the funeral of eration was perfermed from which he ing will be packed to go to the Mather G'.over hall, felt well repaid in atAn invitation is extended to attend day by motor for their home at San
46*56 P&R
Miss Margaret McDonald, returned j did not rally.
School at Beaufort. S. C.
tending All parts were thoroughly the Parent-Teacher benefit bridge at Diego, Calif.
NINETY ACRES. Charles M. Stevens
Oct. 18. 1922 Mr. Oliver was mar
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Haskell have
home Sunday. While in town she was
farm at Morse’s Corner for sale; cuts 40
Leroy Norwood and How-ard Nor-, learned and the- participants well Ti mole hall. Rockland. Wednesday’
tons hav. MRS. LOTTIE STEVENS.
returned from Camden where they
the guest 01 her aunt Mrs. George ried to Miss Celia Rose Jones, and wood who were in Boston the latter drilled by Mrs. Florence Gardiner and evening. April 20. at 7.3O.-adv.
R F. D Rockland.
46 48
this proved a ha-pv union. He was part of the week to attend the Oil Principal Charles Dwinal. A western
pent the winter and are occupying
Hanly.
WILL SACRIFICE for auick sale 400
a member of the Congregational Burner Convention returned home s‘ory was depicted with Elmer Jametheir
home
on
Commercial
street.
Austin Elwell has gone to Seal Church; a past master of Orient
SEARSMONT
BOOK. “The Creation of a Home” R. I. Red chicks, nine weeks old, $35 per
Frank McDonnell has returned to byAEmily
Island where he has employment for Lodge. F.A.M., and a member of Saturdav night. Thev were accom- 8011 ■ ^r- Ned Thorndyke, the senior
NeweW Blair, lost. It was from 100 for the entire lot. this price only
Miss
Ruth
Miller
who
is
teaenmg
his
duties
with
the
N.
E.
Tel.
&
Tel.
partner in ownership of a ranch;
the Rockland Public Library. Finder until Tuesday the 19th. after then $40
the summer.
Henrv Knox Chapter, R.A.M. ol panied by Mrs. Howard Norwood and Roger Teague as the working partner. in Skowhegan recently visited her Co., after two weeks' vacation.
please
return
to the LIBRARY or to The ger 100 as a whole. MRS. JACK VERIE.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Wright who were which he was secretary for several son Adelbert who had been guests of complete“uhtVth7Vg“hat kwehief «»leRts Mr and Mrs" Fred Millerouth Cushing._________________ 46*43
46*48
Thurston Spear, who for the past Courier-Gazette office.
guests of their daughter Mrs. How years. He was faithful and con htr mother Mrs. Archie Thayer in
ROOMING HOUSE. The Kenmore. 11
GOLD
RIMMED
glasses
in
leather
case
and chaps; Marguerite Haskell gave
Mrs. Charles Hemingway went several years lias been employed in
ard Wood for a few days, returned scientious in the discharge of his Bath since Thursday.
lost Tuesday night. HOWARD CHASE. rooms, cause for sale, ill health. MRS.
New
York,
has
leased
the
Cassie
,
Mrs
S
Elizabe
‘
t
hMrils
of
Rockland
has
a
good
performance
as
the
tomboy
Wav
to
Bangor
,
where
her
HARMON.
29 Park St_____________ 47-49
48
Brewster
St.
Tel._1002-J.
_______
4C-4
8
Saturday to Sanford.
duties, having an honorable record
turned to Warren for the summer, daughter of Ned. later blossoming out biother Everett Hook of North Sears Hussey place at West Rockport. Mr. ~BETWEEN Friendship-Thomaston and “BALED SHAVINGS for sale. HUGH W.
Douglas Walker and Stephen Lav- among men. He is survived by his returned
31x5’4 disc wheel lost. Return LITTLE. 360 Broadway. Tel. 532. 46*43
ender, Bowdoin College students, widow, his mother, and two sisters,
Tne regular 6 o'clock supper will into an attractive girl in feminine ap- niont has entered tne hospital lor and Mrs. Spear wiil occupy it as a Rockland
home, and expect to arrive early in i to NAUM & ADAMS' Fruit Store or Tel.
TWO NEW MILCH COWS for sale.
spent Friday night at their homes Mrs.
fna____
Partridge
... __
.._ and Miss Helen be served at the Montgomery rooms parel; Beatrice Haskell, the French surgical treatment.
627
45*48 FRANK MORRIS. Tenant’s Harbor
Charles Cunningham who has been May. ,Mr. Spear will be employed
here. Mr. Walker was accompanied Oliver. Funeral services will be held Thursday by the committee, Mrs. maid, lived the part, her French dia47*49
DARK tan glove, fancy cuff, lost on
by a friend, Mr. Benson of Newton this (Tuesday* afternoon at 2 o'clock Laura Seavy and Miss Tena McCal lect and gestures being very natural; visiting friends in Massachusetts with his father, William Spear, at the Main St. CALL 405 or leave at this office
RABBITS. Grown Stock. Five thor
Betty
Moody,
cast
as
the
city
girl,
and
Rhode
Island
for
the
past
two
Bok
cottage
during
the
summer.
45-47 oughbred Chinchillas, one New Zealand
Highlands, Mass. All returned Sat from the home, 175 Main street, Rev. lum. Mrs. Fred Wyllie will be
The regular picnic supper will be
Red. one White Flemish Giant: three
Hubert F. Leach of the Federate pleased to receive all unpaid pledges was exceedingly good; Edgar Wiley, weeks returned home Thursday,
urday to Brunswick.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Dorr
were
females to have young soon. Sell lot
Lawrer.ce Carroll returned home Church officiating. The bearers will toward defraying the expense cf re- playing the part of her brother, did called to Bellast recently by the ill omitted by Harbor Light Chapter."
for $3.50 or exchange for three hens,
O.E S.. this evening, but following the T
some tine work, as also did Thelma
Saturday from Union after a few days' be Thomas McPhail. Lloyd Benner aecorating the vestry, at this time.
three Pekin ducks or three angora kit
ness and death of Mrs. Dorr's sister .session refreshments will be served.
Kenneth
Roes
and
Aaron
Clark.
Starrett
as
the
mother
of
these
two;
tens. YORK’S. Tel. 293-W
47-49
Annette
Haskell
who
has
been
ill
visit with relatives.
Miss
Lothrop.
Children's night will be observed and ,
BROWN STROLLER for sale. In good
the past few weeks returned to school the part of the old maid. Miss Amelia
Frank Beverage has returned to
Mrs. Doris Holmes is in Belfast for an interesting program has been ar p
condition. Priced right. BOX 204. Wal
vu„.. and reopened his home on
_______
An invitation is extended to attend ]ast Thursday.
Thorndyke, sister to Ned. very precise
* doboro.
town
Knox
Tel. 13-11.
47*49
s'.reet. He spent a pleasant winter the Parent-Teacher benefit bridge at
stuart Burgess, accompanied by his and easily shocked, was well done by a few days working for Mrs. Della ranged. The meeting will start
SEASHORE COTTAGE. Rockland. Me.,
Woodcock.
HENHOUSE, blacksmith tools, anvil,
Temple
hall.
Rockland.
Wednesday
Florence
Packard;
everyone
was
sur
to
rent
for
season,
six
rooms,
bath,
fully
promptly
at
7.30.
mother Mrs. Lewis Burgess of Wey
with his sons Charles Beverage in
blower, hammer, tongs and pincers,
Fred Miller was a business visitor
William Spear is quite ill with furnished, electric lights., hot and cold vise,
mouth. Mass, arrived Friday, called prised and pleased with the way Edith
for sale. C4 MECHANIC ST. Tel 433-R
Braintree and Frank A. Beverage in evening, April 20, at 7.30.—adv.
water. S. W. L.. 138 South Main St.
in
Skowhegan
Saturday.
grippe
at
his
home
on
Beauchamp
47-49
by the death df Mrs. Cora Teague.
; French handled her part as the col40-tf
Malden, Mass., and his daughter Mrs.
Dr. Edgeley who has been in town street.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson. Elmer ored cook, bringing many a laugh by
SEVEN ROOM house for sale, corner
TENANT’S HARBOR
Ora Roney in Woodfords.
for
nea.ly
two
years
is
now
in
Cali

Pleasant
St.
and
Camden
road.
Gurage
The World Wide Guild will meet
Jameson. Jr., and Miss Laura Wallace her realistic acting; of course Gerald
Miss Frances Hahn is spending a
for two cars; garden spot. F. C. ROB
Wednesday evening at the home of
Lincoln Monaghan and family of i of Union motored Saturday morning Brown, in the eccentric part of Hosey fornia with his brother.
week's vacation from Malden High
INSON. Rockport.
47*52
Miss
Evelyn
Carver.
West
street.
Braintree
Ma
cs.,
are
holiday
guests
to
West
Roxbtirv
where
they
were
Hawks,
the
fingerprint
detective,
was
School w’ith her father Roland Hahn.
NEW MILCH COW for sale ALBERT
An
all-day
session
of
the
Baptist
of
his
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
K.
weekend
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
unsurpassed
and
the
oft
repeated
reROCKPORT
NELSON,
St.
George
road.
Thomaston.
Mrs. Violet Elwell is caring for Mrs.
mark "Scotland Stock Yards” and the
47*49
ladies' circle will be held Wednesday
Oliver Johnson who is having a long Monagitan.
| McCraw.
DODGE—1929 Sedan—This is a Senior
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis have at the home of Capt. and Mrs. George
and painful illness.
Joseph Parradee Mrs. Hedley
Friends were saddened-to learn of ever present booklet explaining any
HOUSE CLEANING wanted by hour or
day- References if required. Inquire av” and is mechanically right. Looks and
The Woman's Mission Circle of the Falla and Mrs Jennie Falla molded the death Friday of Mrs. Cora Teague, action under the sun, brought down returned to their home on Russell Lane.
41*48 runs perfect. A dandy buy; $75 down
Mr. and Mrs. 2. D. Hartshorn of the j ’38 PARK ST
who had been so ill during the win the house. Music by Robbins' Or avenue after wintering in Warren.
Baptist Church meets today at 2 to Rockland Thursday.
payment takes it. SEA VIEW GARAGE,
SSCOND HAND electric toaster, res- C89 Main St. Phone 1250. Rockland.
ter months. Funeral services were chestra of Union was a fine addition Mr. Davis, who is employed at the high school faculty are spending the
o'clock with Mrs. E. P. Starrett. The
! taurant size, wanted. LIFE SAVER
Fred Rompkey and family with held Monday. Rev. Mr Holt officiat to the program and lurnished music Warren branch of the Security Trust week at their Swan Lake camp.
46*56 P&R
topic for study is “Central America,” friends are spending the holiday at
CABINS. Warren Tel. 11-2
46*48
CONFECTIONERY STORE and pool
Mrs. Alton Brown and son Neil are
ing, from the late home and inter for the dance also. Home made fudge Co., motors back and forth.
liader Miss Harriet Levensaler.
I SHOE REPAIRING at new low prices: room, at Rankin block. Rockland, for
Mr. Ronrpkey's cottage.
Miss Marion Weidman returned in Portland to join Mr. Brown for Men's half soles. $1; men’s rubber heels. sale.
ment was at Union cemetery. Mrs. was sold between the acts. The net
The Eaptist Ladies' Circle will have
Easy terms. Must be sold before
Mrs.
Nellie
MacKenzie
of
Bridge

I
the
summer.
40c; ladies’ half soles. 85c; ladies’ rubber May 1 Apply AT PREMISES. 604 Main
Teague
is
survived
by
a
brother
proceeds
amounted
to
$55.
Friday
from
ten
days
’
absence
during
a session for sewing on Wednesday
i
heels. 40c; ladies’ leather lifts. 30c. St.
43-tf
port,
Conn.,
has
given
to
the
Baptist
Charles
Prince
is
seriously
ill
at
his
which
time
she
visited
Mrs.
David
George
Haskell
of
Lincolnville
Beach,
afternoon in the vestry. Supper at 6
ROCKLAND SHOE REPAIR. 491 Main
WORK HORSE for sa’e; also nice year
Johnston at Quincy, Mass., and Mrs. i tome on Mechanic street.
St. D H. Fuller, proprietor. E. G. Wil
o'clock will be followed by a program Church here six lovely globes for the four nieces Mrs. Charles Taylor and
CAMDEN
bull WILLIAM DONOHUE. Headelectric lights. The church and com Mrs. Evelyn Vining of South Hope.
Ibia Ripley at Auburn, accompany- | The Simonton Farm Bureau women liamson. manager. Mail orders solicited. old
in the evening.
46-48
The public schools are enjoying a ing home the latter who was also a met April 15 at the home of Mrs. Sadie
47-52 of-the-Bay.
The W.C.T.U. will meet with Mrs. munity are delighted and greatiy j Mrs. Lewis Burgess of Weymouth. vacation of one week.
BOY
’
S
BICYCLE
for
sale
cheap,
in
A
WhEEL
CHAIR
wanted,
for
an
in

appreciate
the
fine
gift.
guest of the Johns ons at the time of Bowden. There were nine members valid lady. Drop a postal to P. O. BOX first class condition. TEL. THOMASTON
Mass., and Mrs. Sidney Vining of
Susan Strout Friday afternoon. The
The Good Cheer Club of tne Cnn- Miss Weidman’s visit. The trip from and six invited guests present. Dur 33
Myron Wiley has been working for Arlington. Mass. Much sympathy is
46*48
annual reports will be made, and elec
Thomaston. Me.
47*49 139-2.
Mrs. Alice Trussell at Port Clyde, felt for the bereaved husband? George gregational Church will meet this Boston to Auburn was made by motor ing the forenoon dinner was prepared
HUPMOBILE 1927 Sedan—Never able
tion of officers held.
BOYS AND GIRLS to sell flavoring ex
“ with
•-■**- Mrs. Joseph
’-----*" 'L. "
----- ‘
Brewster,
and served by the hostess, assisted by- tracts after school wanted: send for free to buy a car as good as this for only
bus.
Miss Kathleen Emery of Portland Frank Pullen is now painting anti Teague, who is not in the ’ best of week
$75
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689
Mr. and Mrs. Lynton O. Lane and Mrs. Blanche Steward. The meeting ample. WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO. Maindown
health.
'
The W G. Stovers of Lewi'ton
is 'Visiting her sister Mrs. Earl F. papering rooms for her.
St Phone 1250. Rockland.
Sanbornville. N. H._______________ 4P56
The
selectmen
are
around
taking
was
conducted
by
the
chairman
Mrs.
two
sons
of
Belfast
were
weekend
Twelve ladies, nearly all of them were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
46*56 P&R
Woodcock.
LARGE or small lots of hens wanted
visitors of relatives here and at Rock- Marcello. A leaflet sent by the home PETER
Tne Heralds of the Eaptist Sunday valuations. It dossn t look as if the mothers, attended the extension Robert Jamieson.
GRAY MARINE MOTORS New Light
EDWARDS. 271 Limerock St
taxes
will
be
coming
along
very
demonstration
agent
Miss
Lawrence,
land.
Four
12-24
horsepower.
$298.
Other
sizes
meeting held Friday evening at the
Regular Masonic Assembly Thutsschool will meet in the primary room
Tel. 806-J.
45-47
5 to 150 horse power. Complete line of
swiftly as there is no working indus Montgomery rooms. Miss Therese div evening of this week. Those not
Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Gardner and an home flower gardens was read by
Friday at 4 o’clock.
RENT
wanted
in
Thomaston,
single
new motors at new low prices. Write us
The schools are having a week's va try in St. George at the present Wood. State foods specialist, being the solicited, are asked to take sand- daughter Rhea arrived Thursday for Mrs. Steward, and a flower guessing I house or lower rent of five or six rooms. for information. A. L. ANDERSON. Box
time.
45-65
speaker, assisted by Miss Jessie Law wlchcs. Mr. and Mrs Charles C ; a two weeks' visit, a part of which -□me afforded much merriment, MRS LELAND HAWKINS. Beechwoods 9. Camden. Me.
cation. The out of town teachers and
Leander Wiley has gone fishing rence. Slides were shown in connec Wood. Mr. and Mrs. Alton French "-v.il be spent with Mrs. Mabel Withee very few guessing the names correct- I St., Thomaston. Tel. Thomaston 132-3.
pupils have gone to their homes.
43-45 ”STUDEBAKER^1926 Coach- Must be
with his son Claude for awhile.
seen to be appreciated. Only $64 down.
tion with the lecture and simple and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Brewster md tire remainder with Mr. and Mrs. y. Mrs. Bowden gave some helpful
Hit Pythian S; ere will hold a
OLD HORSES wanted Humane death SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
Eureka Lodge. F.& A. M.. will work dishes prepared. In her talk Miss are the committee in charge of Lire Allen Gardner at Rockville. Mr. hints on planting and storing gladio- assured.
rr><’"tirT at Mrs John Till
P. C. WILLIAMS. 26 Gleason Phone 1250. Rockland.
45*56P&R
the M. M. degree next Thursday
stressed the
45*47
Gardner is having his annual vaca us and also presented each of the St. or Tel. 26-4 Thomaston.
son’s this (Tuesday) evening.
•n iw
-eve- 1 Wood
------ ---------------fact
— that
----- busy affair.
THE PH ARLES ROKES "farm is to be
ning.
Refreshments
members
with
a
few
bulbs
to
plant.
win
be
et-.vecl
mothers
can
take
some
tasty
nutrition
from
his
duties
with
the
Western
Jean C. Mason of Nortn Easton.
Frank L. Kennedy opened his consold. Fine condition. Also tools—sepa
rator. sulkv plow, harness, wagons, etc.
Mass., is a holiday guest in the home after the work.
tious bit from their general menu and fectionery store on Main street Mon- Union Telegraph Co. at Livermore Several farmers' bulletins on planting
ARTHUR ROKES Phone 880. Rocklin
and
exterminating
insects
on
plants,
of Mrs. John Hanley.
make it suitable for a child without day. The store was closed during Falls.
47-49
A State health officer in Virginia preparing extras which take so much the winter while Mr. and Mrs. KenWi’liams-Brasier Po^t, A. L. will
The change of hour for the Sunday etc., were distributed. The next meet
ESSEX
—
1927
Sedan
—
In
good
running
relates
in
Tne
Survey
the
story
of
a
entertain the District Council Thurs
time and thought.
nedy were at their camp at Coleman chool session at the Baptist Church ing will be May 26. subject “Cold
order. Will give someone a lot pf eco
-• ♦
day evening. Plans for a large gath farmer who was delivering vegetables
nomical transportation ;$45 down. SEA
Mrs. Delia Hayes of Somerville, Pond.
from 12 to 1° 8- nr., which was tried Dishes For Hot Days." Mrs. Zelpha
SIX
ROOMS
and
bath:
four
rooms
and
to
a
public
sanitarium.
A
patient
VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St. Phone
ering have been made. The district
Mass., arrived Saturday evening.
The first social of the season to be out last Sunday seemed to meet with Annis will be in charge.
bath; three rooms and bath, to let, also
saluted
him.
46*55 PdiR
embraces Bath. Boothbay, Camden,
store at 212 South Main St. HARRY h50'_Rocl5ancL________________________
called
by
the
death
of
Mrs.
George
held
bv
the
Baptist
Calendar
Club
general
favor
as
63
were
present,
even
"You're a farmer, ain't yuh?"
4fi*43 j BRAND NEW power boat for sale. 2G
Rcckland. Thomaston, Union, WisAn invitation is extended to attend NAUM. 212 South Main St.
though the weather was unfavorable.
Teague.
will
take
place
this
Tuesday
evening.
long, a good trade. JAMES A
The farmer allowed that he was.
car?et and Damariscotta. The com
FURNISHED ROOMS to let. Apply 44 feet
Word comes from Long Beach. A program will be piesented aq^i re At the morning service which fol- the Parent-Teacher benefit bridge at
44*49
“I used to be a farmer once," said
47*42 GREGORY. Vtnalhaven.
KNOX ST Thomaston. Me.
mittee in charge. W. B. D. Gray
d
communion
was
observed
and
Temple
hall,
Rockland.
Wednesday
Calif.,
that
Howard
Chapman
is
there
freshments
served.
CHEVROLET-1930 Sedan—Paint and
tire guest of the State.
Charles Smith and Fncch Clark.
SIX
RODMS
to
let.
all
improvements,
c-ning,
April
20.'
at
7.30
—
adv.
Mrs.
Louise
Cavanaugh.
Mrs.
Emma
rubber
in
excellent
condition.
Splendid
on board the S. S. Chicago. It is
Mrs. Everett N. Duffy, Elm street,
“Did yuh?"
down stairs at 225 Main St. Inquire A motor, hot water heater, other acces
John Creighton, a member of BcwLEVY. 283 Main St_______________ 47-49 sories. Priced to sell. SEA VIEW GA
"Yes. Say, stranger, did yuh ever pleasing to Warren friends to learn was hostess to the Monday Club this Small, Mi’s. Hattie Rhodes, Mr. ana
dain College Glee Club, was in Bos
Mrs Albert Rhodes and Mr. and Mrs.
that he received very good marks on week.
FIVE ROOMS to let, all modern, cen RAGE. 689 Main St. Phone 1250. Rock
ton over the weekend on the musical try bein' crazy?”
trally located, garden and garage. MRS land._________ _____________ 43*56 P&R
Mrs. Albert E. Luce entertains the Enos E. Ingraham were received into ,
The farmer never had. and started examination recently taken, getting
clubs’ annual concert tour.
Breakfast
Hints
EVELYN
SNOW’. 8 Green St . Thomaston.
the E M 2 C rank.
ladies -of the Methodist society tiiis fui! membership
five room apartment
Plans are new complete for the Ei- to move on.
47-tf to UNFURNISHED
let. with toilet, ample cioset room
Mrs.
Ardelle
Deane
is
employed
for
Recent
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
week
at
the
parsonage.
"Well,
ycu
oughta
try
it,
’
’
was
the
Centenr.ial Bazaar at Masonic hall
and
stove.
Inquire
12 KNOX ST. Tel.
ONE
ROOM
and
kitchenette
to
let.
Walter Mltton of the Walter Mit- the present in Camden.
By Jane Rogers
temerrew afterraon and evening. ex-farmer's parting shot. "It beats E. Mathews were Mr and Mrs. Arthur
heated and lighted. $6 a week. V. F 156-W____________________ 45-tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Everett
Libby,
daughAtherton.
Mr
and
Mrs.
George
Swett
ton
Co..
Inc.,
of
Augusta,
with
a
crew
farmin'
all
holloa
."
—
Christian
STUDLEY.
69
Park
St.
Tel.
1080
.
41tf
Many novel and attractive bcoths are
ESSEX—1928 Sport Coupe—Exception
in readiness to sell cooked food,
EIGHT ROOM house”at~42 Pacific St.. ally good for a down payment of onlv
$75.
SEA VIEW GARAGE. 689 Main St.
to
let.
Cemented
cellar,
lights,
fur

candy, sandwiches, coffee, ice cream,
46*56 P&R
nace. toilet, in good condition. A. M Phone 1250. Rockland.
aprons, grabs, jewelry and fancy arti
FULLER. 260 Broadway.
45*50
DAHLIAS. 15. each different and la
cles. Tne program in the evening in
FOUR ROOM rent at 17 Grove St. to beled. $1.25; 20 mixed, not labe'ed, $1.
cludes talent from Thcmaston and
Postpaid in first three zones. MRS. A. I.
let. Apply to DR R. W. BICKFORD
Rockland, the first cart in kening
43-tf, PERRY, Willow Brook Dahlia Gardens,
45*65
with the Bi-Centennial idea and the
SMALL HOUSE to let. gas. lights Hope.
second part a musical miscellany,
toilet garage. 19 McLOUD ST. Tel
P.EO TRUCK—1927—Will do a lot of
411-W.
45-47 j work forjomeone. Small down payment
which promises to be entertaining
$50. SEA VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St
Colonial costumes are to be worn byFURNISHED apartment, five rooms. | of
Orient St., to let. Apply MR. PETER Phone 1250. Rockland________ 46*56 PAtR
all participants. The program will
HAY for sa'e. $10 a ton at, the barh
SON, at Fuller-Cobb-Davis.
45-tf
begin promptly at 7.30.
C. WYLLIE. Ovater rfjver. WarFURNISHED tenement to let in La- RALPH
Arnold Laine has moved frem Wa- ’
ren
Tel 169-12 Thomaston
43-48
Rosa.
Grove
St.
ERNEST
C.
DAVIS.
ter street to Mrs. Emma Burton's
USED CARS in A-l condition, for sale
41-tf
house, Elliot street.
exchange
Must be sold at once.
FOUR ROOM FLAT to let. with flush; or
Will take anything of value. Terms. E
Miss Marian E. Starrett was wetkthree room apartment with hath rooms, D.
LINSCOTT.
73 Crescent St.
Tel
er^i guest of her aunt Mrs. Parker
day or week. Garage tf desired. MRS. 812-W.___________________________
45-47
B A. LERMOND, 39 Main St.. ThomasPave in Wcodfcrt'
PONTIAC—1927 Sedan—This car la In
ton Tel. 8921.___________________ 47-49
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hastings ano
good condition and can be
OMATO juice cccktail, which has
UNFURNISHED apartment of six rooms exceptionally
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Aehorn and
had
for a down payment of $50. SEA
to
let
at
17
Warren
St.,
good
repair,
achieved such a sweeping popu garage if desired. Inquire 12 WARREN VIEW GARAGE, 689 Main St Phone
daughter Esther motored to Wald- {
46*56 P&R
larity in the last year, is now al ST. Tel. 577
boro Sunday.
Mrs . Aehorn and
38-tf; 1250 Rockland.
-pn-qirihf). the ether mem
BUICK—1926 Coach—You can't wear
most as familiar on the breakfast
bers of the party returning the same ;
table as ham and eggs. It is a ke™?g ItUorni,euewarteOrmU°ritghts Ts Xt^ls off' S^SmViEW^AR^E
J^Mam St> PhoJ“si)7™ “and
'
perfect eye-opener, especially for SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. TeL 804-J
John B. Paulsen has added a nr'r
the man of the family who appre
46*56 P&R
FIVE ROOM furnished apartment t(
modern Ford truck to his trucking
ciates that cold, spicy tang at the
et. good location, rent reasonable s SMALL SEVEN room house for sale,
equ’pment.
start of his day. But haven’t you ROBERT COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel five rooms finished off. On lot 60' x 120'.
location
Bargain for somebody.
Maynard Carter has moved from
tasted many a cocktail that was 77.______________________________ 49-tl : good
Inquire 58 CAMDEN ST.. City.
45-49
Pine .street to the Heaton house, Wa
either pathetically flat or unneces
SINGLE house to let at 8 Rockland S’
PRACTICALLY NEW HOUSE for sale.
ter street.
sarily biting? No matter how burst electric lights, toilet, garage. MR Modern,
six rooms and bath, oak floors,
Miss Alma Haley of Boston was the
ing with vitamins it may be, it fails SHAFTER. 15 Rockland St. Tel. 88840-tf attached garage, on Broadway. F. M.
weekend guest of Miss Ellen Sulli
KITTREDGE. 30 Chestnut St
43-tf
miserably in its function of awak
TENEMENT to let at J6 Mechante St l FARM IN LINCOLNVILLE ol 150 acres.
van. Dunn street. They had not met
ening the appetite unless it is per rnnulre
of MRS W S KENNISTOH. 176
tf modern buildings, pasture land. hay.
for 15 years.
fectly flavored.
Main St. Tel 874-W.
apple orchards, lumber and fire wood
Mrs. Susan Davis spent Saturday
Why not try making it yourself
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 2: MRS. H. P. BUCHANAN, 36 Mountain
in Portland, returning heme Sunday.
to be sure of an inexpensive morn Fulton St Inquire ROSE PRESt OTT St.. Camden. Tel. 2597 .
40-tf
40-tf
Mrs. Hattie Currier who came to b
ing sip that will start the day with 240 Broadway.
SEVEN-ROOM hoy-e for sale, bath, fine
present at the interment of her
HOUSE of 6 rooms to let. fine cellar cellar, barn. 14 ac$e field. Oliver 8t..
a zest? Strain the juice from a
electricity, gas and furnace; extn ’i, mile from postofflee. Quick sale
daughter. Miss Grace Andrews Cur
large (2 lb.) can of tomatoes. To toilet,
'arge
veranda, large vard. Adults only 52500. V. F. STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
rier. who died April 10 returned Sat
the liquid add salt and pepper to ____________________________________
Inquire 23 T STREET. City.
40-tf Tel. 1080.
40-tf
urday to her home in West Poland
taste and a teaspoon of sugar. The
FOUR ROOM heated apartment, suit I dRtTfitTED hard wood, under cover
She was the guest of Mrs. Cora Cur
sugar does not actually sweeten, xble for family of two or three, at 1. >
junks $10
W I, OXTON Wpst
rier while in town.
but serves to blend the flavors and TeT'Sre-W?1- APP’y ‘° KRS- FB«-« Rgckport. 3*1 801? Camcl?mTON'
Mrs. Charles Henderson and son
bring out all the relishing spiciness
RESTAURANT, all modern, for sale.
Elwyn were guests of her sister Mrs.
Dining room and counter accommodaof the other ingredients. A few
Walter Hastings Monday.
|
tlons
for sixty people. Now doing busi
drops of Worcester sauce, a tea
ness at the best location on Main St. A
Mrs. Emma Burton -has changed
spoon of prepared horseradish, two
wonderful
opportunity for the right
her residence from Elliot street to
tablespoons of lemon juice and a
| party. Apply V. F. STUDLEY
45*47
Mrs. Hattie Burton's apartment.
FURNITURE repaired, reflnlshec and I 1 WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can ouy
few drops of onion juice complete
Knox street.
l
remodeled,
reasonable
rates;
repr
ucthe cocktail. Strain and serve it tions made. Satisfaction guaranteed W copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
♦ « # *
news at Central News Co., 66 Con
well chilled In attractive glasses. I F. "BILL” SIMMONS. Tel. 1003-J L n- mine
fess St.; or Ross News-stand. 381 (a ConThird Anniversary of Federation
This recipe is sufficient for six ton Avp., or Tel. 802-R South Main^St.
44-49
! City.
persons.
After a happy and successful three
PERSONS who desire to purchase '
year period during which the Con
monuments,
headstones
or
granite
work
gregational and Methodist Churches
of any description at a reasonable price
have combined as the Federated
should communicate with CHARLES S.
HALL. 21 Ocean St.. Rockland. Tel. 879. '
Church, this society will observe
oyalty
47-49 ;
April 24 as Anniversary Sunday and
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock ' WYLLIE S STRAIN S. C. Reds. We will
w.il also devote Tuesday evening,
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall order? deliver by truck or postpaid. April chlx
April 2G, to a social get-together of
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
for $16 per hundred. State accredited
GO HAND IN HAND
the combined parish, to which all
40-tf for white diarrhea F. H. WYLLIE &
who are in any way connected arc
SON,
Thomaston. R. 1.
40-t.f
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times
Buy Fpom The Guy
It is in these homes that the vast majority cf Rockland’s
' Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
cordially invited.
QUALITY
CHICKS,
State
tested
R.
I.
Who Can Buy From You
________________________ 40-tf
At the Sunday morning service
Reds and Barred Plymouth Rocks. Order
“buying decisions” are made, whether the purchase be
early
and
get
the
benefit
of
these
extra
FOR
PAINTING,
paper
hanging
and
Rev. J. W. Strout. castor emeritus of
CARBON SALESBOOKN
celling work call VAN E. RUSSELL. 7 low prices as the quantity is limited; $13
the Congregational Church, under
one directly concerning every member of the family or
Or Specialty Printing
Bunker St. Tel. 10C3-W.
46-51 per 100; $60 per 500 and $110 per 1000.
whom the federation took place, will
All charges prepaid. V R WOODMAN.
*Jor Any Purport
LAWN MOWER SHARPENING Is a Winterport Me. Tel. 46-13.
an individual purchase by an individual member of that
occupy the pu’pit. assisted by the
specialty of CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 409
present oastor. Rev. H F. Leach, and
R I. RED CHICKS $15 per 100,
Main St.. Rockland._______________ 40-tf
family.
tested.
Accredited. Trapnested
the choir will present special music.
WE WILL RENT to you an Electric bred for heavy laying and erg slz
Howe Town Store
In the evening an intimate and inFloor Polisher or a Vacuum Cleaner at L. MERRIAM. Union. Me.
n— ------------ •
moderate cost for your spring cleaning
< Hiring hymn service will be led by
S. C. R. I. Red baby chicks. Ha
from HOUSE-SHERMAN. INC.. Electri
the junior and senior choirs. TuesYou as a merchant should therefore, be sure that jour
cians. Phone 721, 442 Main St. Oppo eggs. Accredited stock $16 per 1
dav, at 7.45 p. m. the social evening
site C. M. P. Co. office_____________40-tf C. TEAGUE, Warren. Tel. 13-42
ren.
“store news” is being placed in the hands of ALL of
Oy Y
will open with a fine program of
HARNESS and leather goods, also re- |
Rockland and Thomaston talent un
pairing.
JAMES
H.
HALL.
231
Main
St

these potential buyers BEFORE these family “buying
der the direction of Miss Margaret
opp. foot Pleasant St.
40-tf j
WHERE Y0M
Ruggles. A11 three occasions can but
“WH EN LN BOSTON—You can bui
decisions” have been reached ... To do so economically
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with th? ;
c-ment more closely "the tie that
Sesll
home news, at the Old Seuth Newt
binds.” and serve to begin the fourth
Agency. Washington St., next Old South : Krys made to order. Keys mane
Tear of federation most auspiciously
Church; also at M. Andelman’s, 284 Tre
to fit locks when original keys are
mont st
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Clarence Edward Oliver
books provide keys tor all locks
Cn A-aril 16 the spirit of Clarence
without bother.
Scissors and
Edward Oliver left the body, and
♦ Knives Sharpened.
passed into the unseen realm. Death
♦ Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
came after months of weariness and
-utKl
PRINTING
niffering. He was born in Thomas
PRACTICAL nurse, best of references,
Don’t Fopcet
ton Aug. 20, 1891, son of Charles B.
would like cases. MRS. C. L. ROACH.
and Helen B. (Lineken) Oliver both
132 Paik St. Tel. 441-J.__________ 42*47
408 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
of this town. He attended the Thom
HOUSECLEANING wanted by hour or
Telephone 79,
aston schools and Rockland Commer
day. References. Write M. A. O'JALA.
98-tf
R. 1, Box 120, Rockland
45*lt
cial College. In 1916 he entered the
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Every-Other-Day

In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ....... ................ 770 or 794-W

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Ames have
returned to Concord, N. H., after
spending the winter in St. Petersburg,
Fla., where they had apartments at
the Martha Washington.

A bridge party is to be given at
Mrs. Herbert Kalloch and Mrs. Grand Army hall this evening under
Raymond Cross recently gave a the auspices of Ruth Mayhew Tent,
charming bridge luncheon at Mrs. it being the fourth in a series of six.
Kalloch’s home on Amesbury street,
Mrs. John Newman, vacationing j
their guests being Mrs. Lawrence
Leach, Mrs. E. P. Jones, Mrs. Walter frem the office of Judge E. K. Gould,
Joy, Mrs Sherwood Williams and i and Miss Mary Harriman from McMrs. Wesley Thurston. Planned as a Dcugall-Ladd's, left Saturday for a j
birthday observance for Mrs. Joy, the 10-days’ trip which' includes Boston, j
luncheon table had decorations in New York and Concord, N. H.
keeping, the place cards being a rep
Junior Harmony Club meets to
resentation of the traditional birth
day cake with lighted candles. The morrow night at 6.30 at the BPW
centerpiece was of pink and yelivw | rooms.
birtbday cake iced j Mrs jU(j£on Young, who has been
,
Af°v,ated inrr?;nk i0CCUP‘ed tlle | visiting relatives and friends, rePjace of honor. The color scheme ol j turned to Matinicus Friday accompink and yellow was prettily carried nanied by Herbert Spear who will
out in other appointments. Honors spend a portion of his week's school
were won by Mrs. Leach, Mrs. Jones vacation at her home.
and Mrs. Joy, who also received a
special gift.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Moody who are
motoring leisurely from Miami, where
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Whitney en- they spent a delightful winter, are
tertained at bridge Saturday evening ' expected home today. Enroute thev
at their apartments at The Bicknell, planned to spend a few days in
their guests being Mr. and Mrs. Harry Washington.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Basil Stinson, I
-------Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Marston, Mr.
James A. Cunningham of Portland
and Mrs. William H. Wincapaw and arrived yesterday to be the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Feyler of Mr. and Mrs. .Fred Collamore, CamThomaston. Late lunch was served, den road, for two weeks.

Mrs. Amos Fiske who has been
spending the winter with her daugh
ter, Mrs. Harry Leon of Charlotte,
N. C., returned home April 13. Mrs.
Fiske, at the age of 93, traveled
alone, as has been her custom, ar
riving in good health and happy to
be back in her home, which she
loves dearly. Miss Rhoda Currier
will be with her until Mrs. Leon ar
rives the second week in June, after
attending commencement at An
napolis and the departure of her son,
Midshipman Hayden Leon, who will
embark on the accustomed European
cruise.

Page Seven

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Thompson of
Friendship and Miss Baroara Fales
of Cushing were guests Sunday ol
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Fales, Warren
street.

any woman

Mrs. Ida Crowell of Rockville was
the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Sabra
Chandler, James street, yesterday.

er Thirties

The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist Church will
meet Thursday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Lena Stevens, with
Mrs. Ivy Chatto as leader.

The Corner Club is to meet Friday
Maurice Duncan is home from afternoon with Mrs. George W
Hebron Academy for the spring va Palmer.
cation.
Miss Elaine Richards who recently
underwent an appendicitis operation
Charles H. Cables is in the city at Knox Hospital returned to her
from New London, called by the home on Franklin street Friday.
critical illness of George Kenney.
Miss Adelaide E. Cross and Mrs.
The Worcester Telegram gives an Helen Wentworth are appearing to
extended account of an historical night in the playlet "When George
pageant presented by the Leicester and Martha Returned," in the bi
Women’s Club and says that centennial observance being given by
“Glimpses of United States history the Warren Woman's Club. The
of the last 200 years were presented other members of the cast are Williin a series of pantomimes in a pag Vinal as the rfiodern George and
eant, 'George Washington’s Dream,’ Mrs. Ethel Munsey Griffin as the
written for the club by Mrs. William modem Martha.
A paper will be
H. Fleming, a past president.” Mrs. read, and the remainder of the pro
Fleming was formerly Miss Lottie gram will be devoted to songs and
Condon of Rockland.
other music of Washington’s period

?

OU needn’t be afraid of birth Beverly Bayne and Ethel Clayton
days!” the screen and stage stars agree! Like many other famous stars
they use this fragrant soap regularly.
declare. And certainly they know the
secret of keeping youthful loveliness. It is so gentle, so beautifully white—
These beautiful stars are in their as no soap less pure and carefully
thirties—but who would dream it from made could be!
the recent photographs below! You
9 out of 10 Screen Stars
will want to know how they stay so
use it
radiantly lovely.
Of
the
694
important
Hollywood ac
“I’ve used Lux Toilet Soap for
tresses,
including
all
stars, 686 use
years,” says Judith Anderson, “it’s
such a sure way of keeping your skin Lux Toilet Soap. It is official in all
the big film studios.
soft and attractive.”

Screen Stars Y

say NO/

Mr. and Mrs. Levi Flint and son
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeiand who
have been occupying their residence John spent the weekend in Doveron Franklin street, have returned to Foxcrof't as guests of Mrs. Flint’s
parents. Mr. Flint returned Sunday
Warren.
night, Mrs. Flint and John remain
Mr. and Mrs. G. Dudley Gould of ing for the week.
Warren, who have been spending
Mrs. Ada L. Mank who was called
part of the winter in Fresno, Calif.,
leave for home next Friday. The here by the death of her mother,1
eastward itinerary calls for stops in ±Snrt ®“eli"e, °.xton’ returned t0
San Francisco, Berkeley and Oakland, j Wood‘ords Saturday.
Mrs. William O. Cummings who is
Rev. Jesse Kenderdine who has Calif., and Denver, Colo. Recenll;
Mrs. A. B. Crockett who has spent
staying in Camden for the winter been attending the Methodist confer- they spent a week of sightseeing in
spent Sunday with relatives in the »rce in • Waterville the past week
the winter with her sister. Mrs. Bur
the
Yosemite
Valley.
city.
: joined his family yesterday at the
ton Bailey, in Montpelier, Vt., re
------home of the Misses Britt, expecting
turned Saturday to her home in this
Miss
Alice
McNamara
came
from
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl of Wal- 1 to return to Fort Fairfield today,
city.
Beaton
Saturday
to
spend
a
week's
deboro were guests Saturday and
and son Neil (| vacation at her home in this city.
Sunday of Dr. and Mrs. Perley Da
Mrs. Alton Brown auu
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
mon, Broadway.
who have been in Rockport since i
~
i
having Rockland several weeks ago
Mr. and Mrs. M. S. Dick motored C. Wentworth was the scene of a
delightful party yesterday afternoon
The Diligent Dames are to meet. have gone to Portland to join Mr. Sunday to South Portland wnere when Louise White entertained sev
Mrs.- Dl
Dick as department assistant
Thursday afternoon at the home of Brown for the summer.
1 Mrs
conductress attended the council eral young friends as an observance
Mrs. Russell Bartlett at The High
of her tenth birthday. A theatre
lands.
Mrs. Wi’bur Cross cf Limerock meeting of the State Auxiliary, patty at the Park was the first event.
U.S.W.V.
street was hostess to the Thimble
Returning home games were enjoyed
Mrs. H. V. Tweedie has returned Club last evenin’.
Mrs. R. H.' Britt had the T H E until lunch time. Louise’s guests
from Waterville where she was the
ETHEL CLAYTON
were Donald Simmons, Laura Pome
BEVERlY BAYNE
JUDITH ANDERSON
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Raymond
Robert Dunton and Oram Lawry Club at her home on Summer streat roy, Patricia Alien, Ruth Sukeforth,
Giroux, while attending the Metho Jr. are home from Bowdoin College last evening for supper and cards,
Sylvia Hayes, Barbaia White, James
dist conference.
lor the holiday.
C. Lionel Wilson who has been and Philip Wentworth, Perry How
Miss Daphne Winslow who teaches
The Missionary Society of the visiting his sister, Mrs. John O. ard, Richard Spear,.Jane Welch, and
in Norway has been the guest of her Congregational Church will be entei- Stevens, Talbot avenue, has gone to Louise's teacher, Mrs. Harriet Lufkin,
who was a special guest.
mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins, Broad tained Wednesday afternoon by Mrs. Portland.
way, for a few days. On her return ;
S. Rounds at the parsonage at 3
today she will be accompanied by o’clock.
Mrs. O. E. Wishman was hostess to
UNION
Miss Mildred Thvng of Belgrade who
the Monday Contract Club.
was her guest over night. Miss Thyng
Mr. and Mrs. George I.. St. Clair
Fred Robbins is working for Chas.
is also a teacher in the Norway who have been at the home of Dr. W.
Mrs. Ada Orff returned yesterday Thurston.
schools.
nized as an approach to music appre
Armstrong for the winter have from Auburn where she was guest of
MUSIC IN SCHOOLS
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Layr Of home from Reckland High School
ciation, a means of stumulating an
|
_____
opened their cottage at Crescent Mr. and Mrs. Ibra Ripley for the Washington were visitors Thursday for a weeks vacation.
William Sanborn was host to a Beach for the season.
D . .
, c
interest in orchestral instruments as
Myron Sprague has been mail car-! , ,
weekend.
Edith L. Wilder and son Rob-1
at Charles Esancy’s.
group of young friends at a delight
Rogers, Rockland JU- wen as [O develop a sense of rhythm. ertMrs
rier the past week during the illness I Mr,
of Gardner, Mass., arc visiting |
ful party Sunday evening at his home
Ellis
Maddocks
has
bought
a
horse
,
of
Mr
gg
Ott
All
the
grades
from
sub-primary
Miss Ellen Dalv, superintendent of
Mrs. W. S. Keniston has returned
on Lisle street. His guests were Shir Knox Hospital is in Boston unti.
pervisor, Civ>„s a Concise through
trough third have rhythmic bands. Mrs. Jessie Lash.
from three months' stay with her of Merle Robbins of Burkettville.
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn Allen and I
ley Barbour, Howard Crockett. Ted
The pupils of the filth and sixth
Mrs. Lizzie Hannon went Sunday j The movie actor who had been
Report of Her Work
son. Fred Keniston, Staten Island,
family of Newton, Mass., recently
Ladd, Edward Hellier, Richard Whit Thursday.
grades
are
very
fortunate
in
being
to Bangor to visit Miss Susie Harmon i divorced four times piopo .ed again
N. Y.
more, John Karl, Harriet Baird, Rose
visited W, II. Allen at the Mitchell |
Ruth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N.
for two weeks.
1 “Why, I rather like you, John,”
(Report of Mrs. Esther Rogers, able to hear Dr. Walter Damrosch's house.
Flanagan, Sylvia Cohen, Gertrude L Witham, Suffolk street, ceiebiated
Music Appreciation Hour which is
Rev.
and
Mrs
R
H
Moyle
were
isaid
the
young
woman,
“
but,
ycu
see
Mrs.
Llewellyn
Keller
has
returned
Blackington, Edith Morse and Eve her tenth birthday Saturday enter
supervisor of music in the Rockland broadcast every Friday morning.
A chimney fire at the residence of
from a short visit with her brother, called from Waterville where th«r I’ve heard s° mallV things about >ou
lyn Sherer.
,
Many of the students are keeping A’a-.on Wotton Saturday night caused
taining several playmates, in a de Frank W. Jordan, at Christmas Cove. were attending conference, by the surf- I
My dcar; interrupted the much- schools).
I submit herewith my report of the 1 note books of the concerts. Music slight damage.
den death of Mrs. Moyle’s brotherTn !mar„ed actor “you really must not
Mrs. Lou Ingraham of Portland lightful manner. A color scheme of
|belleve these old wives tales‘ ~ Bos- department of music in the Rockland Appreciation is by no means a one
Mrs. Alton Prior is visiting friends
Mrs. Mary Chapman has been the Rhode Island.
spent the weekend with Miss Lolta red and yellow was carried out in the
, ton Transcript.
refreshment table which carried two guest of her sister, Mrs. Rebecca
day a week subject for every lesson and rela:ives in Portland.
Skinner, South Main street.
schools.
The
cooperation
of
the
_____
| birthday cakes. Prizes were won by Arey in Vinalhaven for a short time. Methodist Church Sunday mornmg
i is a lesson in appreciation of good
Mrs W. H. Hahn entertained the |
pupils and the assistance of the prin- musjc.
The bridge party at the BPW Club Madeline Hurd and Donald Borger4-H Club Saturday afternoon.
was greatly appreciated. Owing to
I
cipal
and
of
the
other
teachers
has
rooms Thursday will be in charge of j son. There were favors for ™
Miss Esther Nickerson during the weather conditions and much sickness
WED.-THURS.
Sherman and Paul Wotton of the I
Mrs Julia Shattuck and Miss Loana guests: Ione Lourainc, Mary and week’s school vacation is visiting her in the community the attendance was
i been most helpful, and the outlook
Gdu ra! Electric Co., Lynn., are visit-[
Spearin.
! Barbara Blom, Marguerite Mahoney, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jeptha Nick not nearly the average.
ing their parents Mr. and Mrs. Wal
Hey, Mister! : seems promising.
------| Madeline Hurd, Elaine Ames, Nonie erson in Frenchboro.
ter Wotton.
The ladies’ aid is to meet Friday
HIGH SCHOOL—All freshmen are
Chickawaukie Chapter, Delphian Rackliffe, Mary Snow, Sylvia Fayes, i
-------afternoon with Mrs. Josephine Bessey. i
The Consolidated, Capt. Dodge,
Look out—she’s
i required to take music, but it is an
Society, met Thursday afternoon Louise Seavey, June Chatto. EarMr. and Mrs. Earl Wilson of Gray
Laura
Wallace,
accompanying j
For Reliable and Complete Elec
I loir ter-, lor Boston and will,
elective study for the sophomoies,
with Mrs. Beulah Allen, enjoving this | jjne and Donald Cates, Christy I were guests yesterday of Mr. and Mrs
trying
to
marry
friends from Warren, spent the week,- ’
trical Service of Any Kind
nl from there direct to Nova |
profitable study period, with Mrs. Adams, O.car Malberg. Clarence .John O. Stevens, Talbot avenue,
j juniors and seniors. I have two
you,
and
end in Massachusetts.
First Class Work at Fair Prices
Scotia.
Maud Smith as leader and “Rome ol BUtier, Donald Borgerson and Doroi choruses this year. The junior and
The K. T. class of the Sunday school
Mi W H. Hahn entertained the I
the Brave Days of Old" as the gen- t}l.. and Gloria Witham.
Mr. and Mrs. James M. East ar
senior group numbers 130, and meets
HOUSE-SHERMAN,
Inc.
Baptist s wing circle Thursday aft
eral topic: “Ancient Italy,” Mrs.
—,----f once a week for a half-hour period, 442 Main St.,
rived Saturday from a winter's stay held a successful food sale Saturday
Rockland,
Maine
ernoon. Refreshments were served.
Carrie Palmer; “Beginnings of the
j,jr antj Mrs. William Fish who in Florida, and have opened their at J. C. Creighton’s store for the
i The freshmen and sophomores have
Established 1920
benefit of the Hart family who lately |
Capt. Aimon Wallace is making ex
Eternal City,” Miss Caroline Jame- , jjave been occupying the Mrs. C. F home on Maple street.
the same amount of time and this
Telephone 721
lost
their
home
at
Burkettville
and
,
tensive alterations on his new home |
son; “Legions of Ancient Rome," Mrs. j tinltnoIls house on Talbot avenue for
group numbers 170. We are greatly
«3-tf
Helena Fales; "Rome's Heritage J rem j the wirter return to South Hope to
at Lawry.
handicapped by not having suitable,
Cecil Witham who attends Gordon all their household goods when i
the Davs of Kings,” Mrs. Sadie day. Mrs. Alice Fish is remaining a College, Boston, was home for the their house was burned.
and in some cases sufficient, amount
A pleasant meeting of the Woman's
Leach; “First Appearance of the few days to visit friends.
weekend.
oi material to work with. Neverthe
Common People as a Political
Home Missionary Society was held
less both groups show a great deal
Power,”
Mrs.
Suella
Slielcicn,
Thursday
with
Mrs.
Jennie
Thurston.
Card fans who aie interested in
Clarence Knowlton is at his home,
of interest and enthusiasm.
“Rome’s First Conquest.” Mrs. Ella S. the efforts of the Parent-Teacher 313 Park street, suffering from a
Lewis Ryan, who has employment
The Girls' Glee Club numbers 50
Bird; “Early Roman Ideals." Mrs. Association will do their bit in the heart attack. He is improving.
with the Hood Rubber Co., visited his
, and meets once a week. Plans are
Ruth
“The Winning of splendid work carried on by the orparents, Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Ryan,,
____ Ellingwood;
_
j under way for a boys’ glee club. The
Italy,” Mrs. Allen. This program was , ganjzation by attending the mamMrs. E. C. Dunbar of Lowell. Mass., over the weekend and holiday.
orchestra is under the direction of
the first in the study of Rome.
; moth bridge party to be given to- who has been spending the winter in
The supper April 15 sponsored by
A. R. Marsh, and the boys’ band,
. ....
i ____ __
1,0= I morrow evening at 7.30 in Temple West Palm Beach, is visiting her the 4-H Club was a decided success.
i which has been reorganized this
Miss Letitia Creighton wh
haH under the direction of the ways
sister Mrs. F. M. French, Granite The receipts were $18.60, which means
! year, is directed by H. E. Kirkpatrick,
bee.nMat
for Rid’e- and mEans committee Mrs. Knott street.
uniforms for the girls, and they feel
t here is a wealth of material to work
last November left Friday for RidgeR ... rhnirman Mrs. Rankin
very grateful to everyone who assist
field, Conn., to resume her position C. tonkin chai ma
with in the High School and I hope
ed,
and
would
thank
them
person

at the Rainbow Tea House. Enroute he.sen is arranging u.i res„rvauoiis,
Abbie Conners was guest Satur
the time is not lar oil when every
•-4
she spent the weekend with her ; and will be glad to arrange for pri- day of her cousin Mis. Jennie Morse ally if possible.
class will have its own glee club, orbrother? Robert Creighton in Boston, vate groups or individual clubs if de- at Falmouth Foreside. Mrs. Morse is
! chestra, ensemble, etc. besides the
• '*
Many customers have b««n
’
___ _
sired. Contributions will aiso be wel- in poor health.
SWAN'S ISLAND
■ massed chorus, band and orchestra
pig 17c Ax requesting ideas (or box
Pabst-ett.............................
Lily Dcmita
Judge E. K. Gould has been in i corned.
I work.
3l2-O*jr35c
I*
lunches their children can
Elmwood Chicken , , .
The Past Grands and Past Noble
Portland on business for a few days.
—
Orin Milan has recently bought a
12 oz tin 39c 5
"»
*nd
Charlie Ruggles
AimourT Lunch Tongue
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL — Miss
_____
! Group 8 of the Universalist Grands Association will meet in Odd Ford truck.
Or
husbands to work. These
Underwood's Deviled Ham
med tins !5e
,u„„,ioM ,w ,cononl,c4|
2
Elizabeth Hagar is departmental
Mr. and Mrs. - Joseph Jaseph who ; Church is giving a circle supper to- Fellows had tomorrow evening at
Roland
Young
Jeannette Hart is home from Cam
Cloverdale Sardines
.
tin 1 5c v. • sandwiches will bring variety
( teacher of music in these grades.
are frequent Rockland visitors have morrow night at the vestry at 6 7.30, supper to be omitted. Past den for a week's vacation.
3 tins 25c ? to your box lunches.
Norwegian Smoked Sardines
Cary
Grant
Besides her regular classes she has
returned to Fitchburg, Mass., after | o'clock, with Mrs. George L. St. Clair Grands will rehearse the third de
Geisha Crab Meat . .
Mrs. Edward Scott who has been ill
i an orchestra, boys’ and girls’ glee
as chairman. The supper will be gree.
a winter in St. Petersburg. Fla.
Bulialo Peanut Butter . .
and confined to her bed for some
j club which meet once a week after
augmented by an entertainment in
Grandee Olive Butter . .
NOW SHOWING
weeks, is now improving and able to
•chocl. A detailed report of the
Charles Emery Jr. to celebrate his charge of Mrs. Velma 'Marsh, the
Oliver Rollins came home from be about again.
Slade's Mug Mustard .
"BROKEN WING"
work in Junior High is being made
14th birthday gave a “Crazy Party" program to contain a mock wedding, Boston to spend Patriot’s Day.
Cain's Mayonnaise . . .
Rolie Black after spending the win
by Miss Hagar.
Friday evening at his home on Paci musical numbers, readings, etc.
with
Cain's Sandwich Spread
ter months with Mr. and Mrs. John
fic street and it was one of the jolliGrandmother’s Marmalade .
Mrs. IjOttie Rhodes and daughter, Stanley in Atlantic, has returned
LEO CARILLO
THE GRADES—I visit every grade
est affairs imaginable. The guests
Dr. F. O. Bartlett arrived heme Mrs. Olive Wilson left yesterday to
5c Package Candies
. LL'PE VELEZ
in the city once a week, the time in
went, in “crazy” attire—dresses and Saturday from Fruitland Park, Fla. visit Stanley Lane and family in home.
La MODE Paper Napkins .
each grade varying from a 15 to a 30 |
Miss
Frances
Wilson,
one
of
this
coats buttoned “hindside-faremost,” where he spent several weeks with Wellesley, and relatives in Brookline.
Cut-rite Wax Paper
, .
j
minute
period.
I
shall
state
very
town's permanent summer visitors,
A Paramount Publix Theatre
or wrong side out, colors brazenly Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden. On the
!
briefly
what
I
try
to
accomplish
arrived Friday evening on the steamer
defying each other, and fantastic way heme he was guest of his son
Mrs. Florence Keating entertained
. from the sub-primary through the
matching of hosiery. For pinning Dr. Fred Bartlett, in Plainfield, N. J. at bridge at Hotel Rockland Saturday North Haven.
sixth grade.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Lamoine
are
the ear on the “crazy cat,” Cleveland
evening honors going to Mrs. Lucius
Quarter Box
Sub-primary: Ability to sing pleas
Morey carried off honors, and in
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins ol York, Clarence Upham and Mrs. now occupying the house formerly
Special i ulue eiery mrk
ingly 30 or 40 songs appropriate to
making the most words from “Crazy Northeast Harbor were guests for the Austin Brewer. Lunch was served. owned by Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Dol
i the grade. Classification of voices
med cakes
liver.
Party," Elizabeth Till and Otis Drake weekend of Mr. and Mrs. George E.
j and reduction of non - singers,
The Methodist ladies’ aid met Fri
were high liners. The “crazy” lunch Danton? Broadway. On their return
Mrs. Joseph Lynn, and son Dr.
Ivory
Soap
Ability of the majority of the class
Performances at 2.00, 6.30, 8.30
eon was served from a table laid with yesterday they were accompanied by Robert Lynn and Miss Eleanor Mur day afternoon with Mrs. Ella Morse.
to
sing
individually
with
good
singing
a beautiful white lace cloth, the Margaret Dunton who will visit them dock of Chelsea, Mass., were weekend
Maxwell Ames. Maurice Sprague,
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Standard Peas
3 No. 2 cans 29c
25c
habits. Response to the mood and
table appointments including glass for the week.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. E. McInnis, Hulda Smith and Theo Tainter are
Benefit
Peas
2
No. 2 cans 25c
j
rhythms
of
music
through
spontanealuminum and enamel pie plates,
Crescent street.
Cisco lb tin . 21c
! ous and organized activities.
flowers made from spools of darning
The Rubinstein Club meets Friday
Sweet
Mixed
Pickles
qt jar 29c
3 lb tin . . 63c
Grade I: Continue and enlarge
cotton, and assorted “silver,” and evening at the Universalist vestry at
A bridge party was given at Ma
Mild Cheese . ... lb 19c
among the “eats” were frankforts 7.30 when a unique program will be sonic Temple Friday evening by
! on work begun in the sub-primary.
Cloverdale Vanilla
AND THURSDAY
and hot rolls served in drinking presented under the direction of Mrs. Claremont
Extract 2-oz bot 25c NBC Flake Butters
Experience in reading familiar
Commandery,
Lucius
. 2 pkgs 25c
glasses, string beans to be eaten with Gladys S. Morgan. The subject will S. York as chairman. His assistants
! song material from board and book,
Benefit Baking
Armour
’
s
Corned
Beef
No.1 tin17c
toothpicks, ice cream to be eaten with be “Favorites of Our Own Musicians,” were William Flint, Dr. J. A. Richan,
Laws didn't bother her, as long as men enforced them! She had
j Experience in copying familiar music.
Powder lb can 23c
forks, candv in aluminum sauce pans, and the program will embrace favo George L. St. Clair and Capt. J. A
money. She had looks. And she had to have thrills. She got them
Grade II: Continue to enlarge
Buffet Fruits assorted 3 8-oz cans 23c
Aunt Jemina Pan
and the birthday cake of generous rite songs and piano numbers, also Stevens and the hostesses were Mrs.
and got away with them. Until she met a cop who knew how to keep
■ on work begun in sub-primary and
cake Flour pkg 11c Bisquick
Pk3 33c
proportions boasted candles and lolli- several original compositions , of Lucius York and Mrs. Herbert Fliht.
his mind on duty and off women!
first grade. Experience in reading
Duff 's Gingerbread
,,Ops of various sizes and colors. Rcckland "boys and girls" who have The hall was decorated with yellow,
Pure Preserves RedWing 3lbja>s50c
new songs from board and book.
Mix . . can 23c
RASPUMtV CM STKAVBUUiy
Charlie's guests were Leighton White. gone out into the field of music and and orchid crepe paper streamers and
Grade III: Work same as grade
Cleveland Morey. Otis Drake. Joseph achieved something worth while. In the stage was banked with evergreens
i
one
and
two.
Develop
the
ability
to
Gold Medal Flour
Emery Jr., Charles Dorgan, Elizabeth terspersed with the musical numbers and pussv willows. Huge yellow jar
I read at sight new songs of gradually
Till.
-— Eleanor Look, Eleanor Ames., Mrs. Morgan will present letters and dinieres filled with pussy willows and
“K ilchen-Tvatetl"’
with
increasing difficulty in the usual nine
— rt thick spread of
Dorothy Spear, Hester Hickman and | perEonai messages from various musi- pink, yellow and orchid chrysanthe
SALLY
SPENCER
EL
DICKIE
! major keys.
J?lora Hooper. Mrs. Emery who cians including Mrs. Carrie Burpee mums adorned the stage and various
24'/2-lb bag 79c
Grades
IV,
V
and
VI;
Continued
CLOVERDALE
planned all the details of the party Shaw, Mrs. Emma Wight, Mrs. Alic“ parts of the hall. Mrs. Lucius York
EILERS
TRACY
BRENDEL
MOORE
development of song singing and
decided when the guests had depart Shaw Farber. Manuel Bernard. had charge of the decorations and
FOX PICTURE
because
they're
fresh
! ability to sing with joy, good musied that U had been, indeed, a crazy Louise Bickford, Cecil Copping, Mil received many deserved compliments
ihut'a the reason you'll
! cai effect and good singing habits,
party!
dred (Clark) Em els on, Mrs. Eleanor for the beautiful effect they pro
TODAY—REGULAR PRICES
A Publix Theatre
like Cloverdale
j
Power
and
skill
to
sing
songs
which
Howard, Nettie Green Kittredge duced. There were 20 tables for the
will make thnne non.lwirhew taste even
Thomas Meighan
involve tone, time and theory prob
Spiritualist meeting at 447 Majn, HeIen Coc-)er Lord Kitty McLaugh- players, honors going to Mrs. Flor
Iw'ller. t .lmertlale Co(inlr> Hull ia churned
COFFEES
from rich cream and ir»lcd lime and a*ate
Charlotte Greenwood
lems of these grades. Two part
street, Wednesday, April 20, at 7.30, | dni ogarita Rose Rugg, Harris Shaw. ence Keating. L. F. Chase, Mrs.
fur purity. Ii’a am«M«ih. rich and drtteiawa.
Kleeko CK.KI«« lb tin ~7c
in “CHEATERS AT PLAY" and
i singing is studied in the fourth and
Try it Ibta werk—at I he usual ecunwuucal
Julia A. Barker, well and favorably. Dorothy Bird Snow. Alice Fiske Ralph Curtis. Mrs. Clara Curtis. Mrs
,<ri< . is.
KATAHDIN MOUNTAINEERS
Rax Brand lb pkg 23c
fifth grades, three pait work in the
known medium, will demonstrate. Sturgis, and Evelyn Jeans Vogel. It Streeter Webster, Miss Adelaide
Pan American lb 19c
in Person
PARAMOUNT PICTURES
) sixth year.
Admission 25 cents. Public welcome. I will be a "Guest Day,” each member Trafton, Miss Harriet Parmalee and
The toy orchestra is now recos—adv.
.
being privileged to invite one guest. William Flint.
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Are they whispering about

?

STEAMBOAT HISTORY
Hiram P. Farrow Answers
Query As To When the
Daniel Webster Ran

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
Rockland, April 14.
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Regarding the steamer Daniel
Webster, subject of the inquiry in
time husbands have been invited and
Boon Island
your paper, perhaps nothing better
it was a jovial ciowd that gathered
Storm and wind and rolling seas.
can be found than the extract from
for dinner at 7 o’clock. Plates were
A ship, out ln the night—
■Williamson’s History of Belfast,”
A prayer for help and guidance, then
laid for 18 and the decorations were
They see the harbor light.
snapdragons and roses, also two atpublished in 1875, which I enclose
Thank God tor heme and loving ones,
tiactivs birthday cakes. Those pres
For guidance through the nights
herewith.
Of blackness, storm and tossing sea.
ent we.e Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow,
Mr. Williamson was a prominent
Thank God for harbor lights.
Mr. and Mrs. James Robertson, Mr.
A.
S.
II.
member of the Maine Historical So
and Mrs. Guy Herrick, Mr. and Mrs.
Where is the beautiful spring the Clarence Thomas and Mrs. Arthur
ciety and at the time of his decease
in 1903, had been for 25 years a mem poets rave about? It has not arrived Soule of Portland, Mr. and Mrs.
ber of the Historical Society of Lon out this way. Cold and Mowry, high ™/^nThVi ol FMmouth Fore^
don. and his authority on matters eas,
storms—thats
what
the
M(. a;)d Mrs Th
sterling
R„bart_ Mr and Mrs. p Q
historical was never called in weather man has given lately. Too an<J
cold to do much outside work as yet Hilt and Willard R. Hilt of Portland
question. He wrote:
"With the spring ol 1853 came sev —It's more comfoi table by the Head. Mr. Soule at the last moment
eral important changes. On the 21st kitchen fire with book or radio. In was unable to join the party, making
of Anril, the Daniel Webster, a new cidentally the world series has start one,vacant chair. The evening was
and elegant boat, arrived on her first ed and the station folks are all inter passed socially and gifts were pre
trip and ran thrice weekly to Port ested in baseball. The weather will sented Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs. Hilt.
land.
Capt, Joseph Farwell of -.oon be warmer and then work starts
Rockland was her first commander, in earnest.
The surf has been verv pretty the j
Rockland Breakwater
and Edward Cushing of Camden
clerk. She was built by the Maine last few days, though too rough to ’ R. b. L. broadcasting once more to
Steam Navigation Co. expressly for get mail or supplies from the main- ■ friends of the lighthouse audience.
this route: and for strength, speed land for some time. A large school The keepers are still busy finishing
and accommodations, having 42 of b’.ackfish came very near the up spring cleaning ana painting. Mr.
staterooms and over 200 berths, has Island a few days ago. They were Lyons who was here a week over
never, to the present day, been ex very large and made a striking spec hauling the engines, has returned to
celled bv anv boat in our waters. A tacle. Many tunafish or horse mack Portland.
life-size portrait of Webster, pre erel are caught off here during the
It was good to see the Boston boat
sented by Boston friends of the late summer.
: passing the breakwater again on her
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Eatty and Billy 1 summer schedule between Boston
statesman, adorned her upper saloon.
The Governor on ’The People's line,' have been on ten days leave, visiting ar.d Bangor, a reminder that summer
will soon be here.
also ran to Portland during a portion relatives in Portland.
The new electric light is working
Keeper Moore’s youngest daugh
of the season on alternate days. On
the outside route, the Penobscot ran fine and every night is moonlight on ter Eva, now Mrs. James W. Kim
. Underthings
at the same time with the Boston, Boon Island now. It is a great im ball, presented him with a grand
daughter April 14, name Elona Eve
and a brisk competition ensued. provement over the old type light.
From the lighthouse exchange, lyn. Mrs. Kimball Is at present with
Tickets to Boston were advertised at
^sp”*T„r The* e bound ,0 —
a dollar, and frequently sold for five Keeper Hutchins gets much interest her mother who lives on State street,
cents, and were even given away. ing news from old shipmates, and the Rockland.
Mrs. Benson is visiting at Bass
The Lawrence ran as usual to Ells others too enjoy reading about the
finally to avoid us.
perspire,
worth. With the exception of the different lights. He remembers when i Harbor Head Light.
No girl need run tbs n^e iallp^ P
Governor, the same boats ran during Keeper Allen was a deck hand on __________________
the next two years. The new pro- the “Old Jane" away back in 1907 ~
flrver nib dainty
and underthings cons a
^nQW
peilor General Knox made weekly when they took him from Portland !
and odors. But there ts one sure way
trips to Boston in 1855. In the sum to Halfway Reck April 1 in a north- [
wear out silk.
mer. the Secor ran to Mount Desert, east snowstorm. In answer to Keep- j
1 - m OitturbancM
cakes,
powyou’re fresh and sweet.
odors
Avoid ordinarysoaps
Hyperacidity
and
the Kennebec came again on the er Kennedy's question about beard
I
..v
dissolves
instantly
innFor gentle Lux re"”>ve’’“^ fabrics, ^‘Sftwk. nose me. 3ersT chips, inese often contain
Belching or Moating
growing
“
Hutch"
says,
"Yes,
we
do
j
outside.
<
Lott
Appetite
M
lich weakens
•
*
•
•
grow beards out here in winter, but a - Sour Stomach, of
rornplerr'y. X^^'erhisah.bit .
harmful alkali w
Heartburn or
“In June, 1856, the new steamboat when the women arrive in summer i S - Aoaociated Stomach Disturbance*
threads, fades cole Lux has no
.-thine safe in
wharf which had been built by Capt. the beards disappear like magic." Then start the PFUNDER Stomach
harmful alkali. ■ r
Lux underthings and stockJames Miller, and which has since Keeper Hutchins has them all beaten
water alone is sate i
Treatment at once for ready relief
been purchased and enlarged by the so far.
prett
ings after every wearing,
and
permanent correction.
Sanford
owners,
was
first
used
for
Se *-ui for
takes only 4 minutes, or less.
A prlvata formula of F. H. Ffundtr, Ph.G.
"» hand, |
their steamers. The boats running
Deer Island Thoroughfare
who
spent a life time crowned with
’,,r It a day.
this year were the Webster, as before,
Mrs.
Fernald,
Mrs.
Conary's } «rMt •U«e»s In developing to perfection
the Rockland to Ellsworth, and the mother, left here April 8 for her his remarkable stomach treatment. Voss
owe It to your stomach to ask ter a FREE
Eastern City, Capt William Blake, home at Southwest Harbor.
TRIAL at
directly to Boston. From 1856 to
Four young people rowed out from
1859 inclusive, the Sanford and Web Stonington Sunday of last week to
ster ran during the season on the make a call at the station. Mr. and
Arthur G. Spear of Portland, COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
A CLOSING CONCERT
THE GRANITE TRADE a close but the money that those two gusta.
SHELDON'S DRUG STORE
same days as in the previous year.
companies ar? spending here snow’s and Lewis O. Barrows of Newbury
Mrs. Conary like to have callers,
Malli St.
ROCKLAND
"During the season of 1860, the Housecleaning is progressing very
that they have faith in the future and port. Republicans: Louis J. Brann of J
MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
How Manufacturers Helped are not afraid to take a chance with Lewiston and Mayor F. Harold Du- 1 Tlie annual Junior weekend took Rubinstein Club of New York Webster ran as usual, excepting for well at this station considering the F. H. PFUNDER INC.
place Friday and Saturday with gala
few weeks in May and June, when, weather.
berd of Waterville, Democrats, and J festivities. All of the couples took
Figures In Another Bril ahaving
Kill Depression At Ston their money. a • • •
been incapacitated by an ac
Fiank H. Maxfield of Portland, so- j part in a treasure hunt Fridav after
• « • *
cident, the Forest City supplied her
Mt. Waldo
cia’ist.
ington—Mt. Waldo Doings
liant
Event
noon which took them all around the
Perkins
Island
place. The Governor ran direct tc
Fundamental issues of economy, country-side following clues which
There is not a very large crewKeeper Osgood hopes that none of
The Rubinstein Club of New York, Boston during a portion of the sum
The Quarry Workers' Journal, trade working yet in the quarry but we ex emp.oyment of Maine labor and re- ! finally led to the buried treasure.
mer. In December, the Kennebec the keepers will get round shouldered
paper of the granite industry has this pect to sec more going on seme time due tion of larger state salaries were [ At the Junior Promenade in the eve Mrs. William R. Chapman president, succeeded the M. Sanford. The by having so many paint and clean
common to the addresses of all while ning. Phyllis Hamlin of Milo was
in
the
near
future,
as
soon
as
the
gave its closing concert for the sea- Sanford and Webster ran in 1861. ing pails to carry.
to say about Stonington, as reported
quarry gets thawed out in good shape each expounded other issues perti crowned "Queen of the Campus."
by Corresponding Secretary McGuffie. and they get things going in good nent to his own platform.
Mrs. Osgood and daughter Ethel!
Saturday, an int-r-fraternitv track on of 1932, April 5, in the ballroom The latter was chartered by Govern
MONARCH
Barrows called for an expenditure meet, exhibition baseball game and oi the Waldorf-Astoria, with its usual ment in November; and the Nelly have gone back to Bath to be with
and Mt. Waldo, as reported by Corre i'.ape at the cutting end of the plant.
Baker
then
made
semi-weekly
trips
Leona
after
a
month's
stay
at
the
MASURY
They are running two shifts sawing of more money to advertise the state fraternity house dances occupied tlie brilliant audience. Many of the out
sponding Secretary Averill:
light.
Another
daughter
Mrs.
standing musical celebrities were to Portland.
granite for the cutters and are talk and a larger budget for the public time.
* * « *
KYANIZE
"In
1862,
while
the
Rebellion
was
Robert Barlow with her son Robert
• ♦ * •
present.
ing of starting the third shift. There utility commission.
Stonington
Spear explained the mill tax and
Miss Winifred Cecil, dramatic so at its height, steamboats were in de is at the light for a visit.
is quite a lot of talk about building a
Colby was honored recentlv b th?
VALSPAR
The road to Bath is in the worst
Business in this town is about the ntw addition onto the end of the pres advcca ed reduction of state salaries selection ot a senior girl. Barbara A. prano: Walter Mills, baritone; and mand; and several circumstances
concurred
to
deprive
the
public
of
condition
for
years,
and
the
only
way
same as last month. Tlie John L. • ent s'ned and if they do it will make ■ from the top down.”
Miss
Lucille
Potter,
soprano,
together
MURESCO
Sherman, as one ol those to receiv a
Goss Company lias a big crew work a lot more work for quite a few men.
Martin eulogized the present ad Franco-American fellowship which with the fine orchestra which Dr. their customary means of transpor to get there is by boat or shank's
CRAFTEX
ing at the present time—some on the
Men looking for work in the quarry ministration under Governor Gardi provides the expenses of on? year's Chapman has organized this season tation. The only boat on the Penob mare.
Collier Berwinglen
with coal
new wharf, some on new buildings, had better be sure of a job before ner and pointed out economies effect study in a French university. She for his concerts, with the Rubinstein scot waters until August was the
LEAD
while others are shifting derricks coming here tor it might save them ed under the Code Bill.
will attend the University of Toulouse Choral, made a program of much va Sanford. Early in that month, she passed up and down the river last
week.
ran
on
the
Salvages
off
Cape
Ann,
«nd three gangs of men are working their car fare. If they gave every man
* * * *
riety and pleasure. Miss Cecil posOIL
Maxfield predicted that “either my
The last of the 165 ft. coast guard
n the quarry. This company could a job that comes along the quarry self or another socialist will sit in
! s?sses’ a soprano voice of great possi in a fog, and did not resume her trips
With
the
first
game
of
th?
season
'
until
Oct.
20.
She
made
her
last
trip
TURPENTINE
cutters was launched at the Bath
have pyt off doing some of this work would not be big enough to hold them Augusta before very long" and advised
scheduled for April 19. the Colby bilities. She is a pupil of Mme. Sembut ele'ctecl to do it at this time and I
his listeners to choose "ideal social baseball team has been working hard brich, and her singing was most dra Nov. 14. when she entered the service Iron Works last week. Seven were
VARNISHES
tell you it has gone a long way to
ism now or red communism eventu- , to get in shape. The lateness of the matic in her aria, “Pace, Pace,” by of Government, and was lost Dec. 11 built there this winter.
on Carysfoot reef. During her ab
The river is very muddy and full of
keep Old Man D ;-ession out of this
EXPRESS THEIR VIEWS
Verdi,
while
her
group
of
songs
were
ally."
BRUSHES
spring has prevented a’most all out
town.
Erann said the state senate and door work, but size of the practice : delightfully rendered. Mr. Mills was sence, the only steam communication floating debris from the overflowed
GLASS
The Dc-r Isle Granite Company Is Six Candidates For Governorship house must cooperate with the gov building and the dirt floor make con received wi’n great favor, and his on the Penobscot was by the tug streams up country. Nearly every
still working with quite a crew on
Nomination Tel! What Ought To ernor more closely to Insure effective ditions inside nearly as good. The numbers were most artistically rend- boat Terror, which three times each thing from leaves to parts of build
BRONZES
week towed the barge Fairy of the ings is seen.
the payroll, mostly granite cutters.
Be Done
administration in the future.
makeup of the team is uncertain, ' cred. Among his encores he sang
The hundreds of wild geese that
They have only ore gang of quarryDubord advocated a decrease in the since only two veterans remain from "Down In Maine," with the composer, W^ve between Bangor and Rockland.
OIL COLORS
The Webster returned Oct. 7. While were around this section have all
men at work at present. They also , Six aspirants for the office of gov number ol state employes and a gen last year’s crack team wh’ch tied lor Dr. Chapman, at the piano.
running
the
gauntlet
of
rebel
bat

jone
to
the
north.
LUMINOUS PAINT
have been spending some extra money j ernor of Maine, three Republicans, eral reduction in slate salaries.
One of the brightest spots on the
the championship and beat Harvard.
• • • •
this winter. They have put up two two Democrats and a Socialist, gave
Ralph Fcw'.er of Rockland is shewing program, was the new aeroplane song. teries on the James River, she was
WALL PAPER
r.ow derricks and cleared off a place i their views on matters of state in ad
up well on the squad.
Flying Through The Air," composed injured and marks of cannon shot
Portland Head
• V * a
to start another quarry. I understand dresses at a meeting held under the
One thing that ails this country is
! by Dr. Chapman, the words by Mrs. remained on her paddle-boxes. Sh?
Mrs. Thayer Sterling, recently ill,
and
was sold to Boston parties in Novem
they are going to put a derrick up on i auspices of the Portland League ot too many leaders trying to stay
President Johnson reports that the , Chapman, and sung for the first time ber for $42,000, and left the route. is convalescing. Miss Mary Toothit in the near future. I am sorry to j Women Voters.
with the crowd rather than out in project of raising money for Colby's with chorus and orchestra. Miss Luaker
and
Mrs.
W.
C.
Dow
of
Port

THE KNOWLEDGE
Under the name of the Saguenay,
say that the cutting job is drawing to
They were Burleigh Martin of Au front.—Dallas News.
new campus is progressing and many ' cille Potter sang the incidental solo. she was in 1874 running on the land called on her last week.
new’ friend? are being found. He This is one of Dr. Chapman's most river St. Lawrence.”
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thomas of
and
predicts that the completion of the brilliant compositions, and should
The writer became slightly ac Lynn. Mass,., were guests of Mr. and
necessary S3.000.000 fund will be ac prove to be very popular. It was re
PRACTICAL PAINTERS
Mrs. F. O. Hilt Sunday of last week.
complished 2'- years after t'ne return ceived with great enthusiasm, and a quainted with Capt. Farwell nearly
Thayer Sterling entertained W. C.
50 years ago after his retirement to
of prosperity.
repetition demanded.
To Apply Them
Dow at dinner recently.
* * * *
Miss Potter, a resident of Portland, his farm in Unity. He was a man of
Peter Hilt of Thomaston and
Let
Us Estimate Your
The Colby cross country ripbating and pupil of the celebrated vocal unusual commanding presence.
daughter Edna of Portland visited
Hiram P. Farrow.
‘earn arrived ir. Waterville Wednes teacher of New York, Miss Estelle
Mr. and Mrs. Hilt Sunday.
House Painting for a
day after a brilliant record. During Liebling, sang with great brilliancy.
Keep?r Hilt received a card Wed
the last three weeks, the members
HONOR DR. MILLER
The choral numbers by Grieg, Eng
nesday
with
view
of
Cape
Florida
Lasting Job at our
‘raveled 4390 miles a"d passed lish Folk Song. Holtz, Mana-Zucca.
Light, Miami, lor which he is indebt
through 16 States, meeting teams and Arthur Sullivan, were well rend
New
Low Wage Scale
from nine other institutions, includ ered. The orchestra selections by Veterans of World War To ed to W. O. Fuller. Mrs. Hilt has
a collection of lighthouse views and
in’ the University of California whom Weber, Grieg, Rimsky-Korsakow.
Pay Tribute To So. Thom this will be added to the list. It is
they debated In Tulsa. Oklahoma In Saint-Saens, and Dvorak, were played
a decided' contrast to our Maine
many cities they were entertained by
aston Man’s Memory
lighthouses.
Co'by aiumni and in Washington with brilliancy and excellent tone.
Mrs. F. O. Hilt entertained the
were congratulated by President Dr. Chapman's interpretation ot
In the San Luis Obispo (Calif.)
PAINTERS
these numbers was most interesting,
Good Timers Club Wednesday eve
Hoover.
Daily
Telegram
of
April
7,
appeared
TEL. 745-lV
205 MAIN STREET
and many encores were requested
. « • «
ning at a special meeting, observing
While the Factory Experts Are Here!
the
following:
ROCKLAND
from orchestra and choral.
gentlemen's
night
and
celebrating
At the annual installation and ban
“The newly organized Disabled
46-55
Dr. Chapman received a great ova
quet of the Y.W.C.A. Tuesday eve tion,
American Veterans of the World War two birthdays. This was the first'
and
was
presented
with
a
mag

ning,
Miss
Marguerite
deRochemont
will
pay
tribute
to
the
memory
of
During the visit of the Hoover factory experts
of Rockland was installed as presi nificent wreath at the close of the their late comrade and citizen, Dr.
concert. Mrs. Chapman was given a
dent for the coming year.
we are making a special offer on the new Silver
large bouquet of American Beauty John Edward Miller, with the naming
of their chapter in his honor, accord
loses.—New York Telegram.
Jubilee Hoovers, which these factory men are
s.s. BELFAST
ing to announcement by the post.
STOP! LOOK! LISTEN!
"Dr.
Miller
served
overseas
in
the
A tax of $1 on after-dinner
showing to women who request a home dem
DOGS ON WARPATH TONITE
speeches is suggested in Ontario. World War as a lieutenant in the
onstration. Telephone for them to call and
The financial condition of the prov- medical corps and was a well known
at
ince must be desperate. Rarely, in physician and surgeon of this city.
“The San Luis Obispo county post
give you news of the three amazing new
to BOSTON
Riley
’
s
Kennels
ordinary timest. is anything taxed
HOOVER
will be formally known as Lieut. John
Corner
Orient
and
Main
Streets
at
200
per
cent
of
its
value.
—
Detroit
models, offering new efficiency, lower
E. Miller Chapter, No. 48, Disabled
46-48 , News.
SILVER .ft RILE
to BANGOR
American Veterans of the World War.
prices and new features to mark Hoover’s
“Impressive dedicatory ceremonies
SPECIAL OilEli
Tuesday—Thursday—Saturday
will be held on Decoration Day. when
twenty-fifth anniversary.
Mrs. Miller, widow of Dr. Miller,
Leaves Rockland for Camden, Bel
ON LY
will officiate. Plans are under way
fast, Bucksport, and Bangor at 5:00
fcr
fitting
observance
of
the
occasion."
Hoover
Owners
—
Telephone
for
’Ii
a.m. Leaves Rockland for Boston at
Dr. John E. Miller was the son of
8:00 p.m. Staterooms as low as $1.50.
Free Inspection
Mrs. Deborah M. Miller, formerly ot
Maine, now a resident of San Luis
S.S. “WESTPORT" sails for Brooklin, Monday, Wednesday,
DOWN
Obispo. He was born in South Thom
These skilled factory experts will in
and Friday, at 7:30 a.m. Sails for Bar Harbor, Tuesday, Thursday,
When the doclor sivs the health of your children must
aston. Another brother, Dr. Byron
Kain nee in greatly reduced
and Saturday at 5:00 a.m.
spect
and
adjust
your
Hoover
without
Y. Miller, was also born in that place,
monthly payments, for a Silver
be built UP, he means they must have HEALTHbut died in San Luis Obispo several
BANGOR: S.S. "BELFAST" arrives at 10:15 a.m. Return sailing
Jubilee Hoover and Dusting
charge. Replacements al lowest cost.
years ago. Dr. John Miller died more
at 2 00 p.m , arriving Rockland 7:00 p.m.
Tools or Dustette.
than a year ago. Both doctors were
BOSTON: Steamer arrives at Foster's Wharf, Wednesday, Friday,
in the service during the World War
Sunday,6a.m. Return sailing. 5p m., Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
and served in the Medical Corps over
Commencing April 26, these steamers will operate on Daylight
seas.
Saving Time. All arrivals and departures on Boston-Bangor and
The Miller family is an old one and
Bar Harbor Lines will be one-halt hour later than on the present
well known throughout Maine and
Standard Time schedule. Sailings lor Brooklin 7 30 a m.(U.S.T.)
Massachusetts.
A niece of the late Dr. J. E. Miller
STEAMSHIP
and Dr. Byron Miller, Mrs. Gwen
Marshall, accompanied from San
LINES
Luis Obispo by Miss Grace Brown, a
For reservations apply ROCKLAND WHARF.
Telegram reporter, visited Rockland
and also South Thomaston last July.

Avoid Offending ..
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,
absorb perspiration odor
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this easy 4-minute way:

HAVE
YOU7
G
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JOHN A. KARL CO.

Three Sailings Weekly

I

“JUST WHAT THE
DOCTOR ORDERED!”

Central Maine Power Co.
Phones 529 and 530

EASTERN

i

